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USER INTERFACE ANIMATION

FOR A CONTENT SYSTEM

BACKGROUND

Copyright Notice

[0001] A portion of the disclosure of this patent document contains

material that is subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner has no

objection to the facsimile reproduction of the patent document or the patent

disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office patent files or

records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatsoever. The following

notice applies to the software and data as described below and in the drawings

that form a part of this document: Copyright 2008-2010, Macrovision Solutions

Corporation and Rovi Corporation, All Rights Reserved.

Priority Applications

[0002] This patent application claims the benefit of the filing date of U.S.

Patent Application Serial No. 12/875,226, filed on September 3, 2010, which

claims the benefit of priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial Nos.

61/345,813, 61/345,877, and 61/346,030 filed on May 18, 2010, the benefit of

priority of each of which is claimed hereby, and each of which are incorporated

by reference herein in its entirety.

Technical Field

[0003] This disclosure relates to networked systems. More particularly,

the present disclosure relates to networked content systems.

Related Art

[0004] In conventional content aggregation and delivery systems, it can

be difficult to manage content for playback on a particular client playback device

when there are multiple playback devices, multiple playback device types,

multiple content sources, and multiple instances (copies) of a particular desired

item of content. Typically, electronic program guides (EPG's) or interactive



program guides (IPG's) were provided to allow a viewer and/or user to browse

available programming. However, in conventional program guides, data was

only available to devices through broadcast channels. In updated conventional

program guides, the guides also support delivery of data over the Internet, but

that delivered data is the same data as what is broadcast.

[0005] Well-known web surfing technology enables a computer user to

navigate through a series of hyperlinks provided on web pages to drill into the

topics of information that may suit their interest. Although web surfing provides

a convenient way to obtain information available on data network, web surfing is

not well suited for selecting among an array of content items for viewing or

listening to content on consumer electronics (CE) devices.

[0006] Consumers have traditionally used CE devices to scan the

sequential channel programming or time period selections by using a remote

device and a television viewing monitor or audio device. Though some

information on particular content items can be viewed or heard in a conventional

system, the consumer is limited to selecting from one of the sequential

programming channel options.

[0007] Thus, a computer-implemented system and method for providing

user interface animation for a content system are needed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] Embodiments are illustrated by way of example and not

limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0009] Figure 1 illustrates an example architecture for delivering content

to a user of a user platform, according to various embodiments;

[0010] Figure 2 illustrates an architecture for delivering content and/or

content information to a user platform, according to various embodiments;

[0011] Figure 3 illustrates a service provider for delivering content to a

user of a user platform, according to various embodiments;

[0012] Figure 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of delivering

content to a user of a user platform, according to various embodiments;

[0013] Figure 5 illustrates a process for registering a user and/or a user

platform with a content source;



[0014] Figure 6 illustrates an example user platform, according to

various embodiments;

[0015] Figure 7 illustrates an example architecture for a networked

browsing and/or recommendation architecture within which various

embodiments operate;

[0016] Figure 8 illustrates a set of example platform services supported

by an example cross-platform service component of a particular embodiment and

a set of source services provided by the content sources;

[0017] Figure 9 illustrates a user platform according to an example

embodiment;

[0018] Figure 10 illustrates an example environment showing an

example data connection between the user platform and the cross platform

services component;

[0019] Figure 11 illustrates a user platform data delivery component for

a user platform of an implementation;

[0020] Figure 12 illustrates the factors used in an example embodiment

to fill the content information cache in a user platform according to an example

embodiment;

[0021] Figure 13 illustrates a user platform according to an example

embodiment, wherein the example user platform includes components for data

delivery, according to an embodiment;

[0022] Figure 14 illustrates an alternative implementation of a user

platform according to another example embodiment, wherein the example user

platform includes components for content integration by using custom

integration applications on the user platform, according to an embodiment;

[0023] Figures 15-16 illustrate a sequence of processing operations in

example embodiments;

[0024] Figures 17-38 illustrate various example interfaces of a sample

content browsing and selection user interface provided in an example

embodiment;

[0025] Figure 39 illustrates an example of image resize transformation,

according to an embodiment;

[0026] Figure 40 illustrates an example of image perspective

transformation, according to an embodiment;



[0027] Figures 41-42 illustrate examples of types of alpha blending,

according to an embodiment;

[0028] Figure 43 illustrates an example of an animated horizontal scroll

operation., according to an embodiment;

[0029] Figure 44 illustrates an example of an animated vertical scroll

operation, according to an embodiment;

[0030] Figure 45 illustrates an example of a user platform of a particular

embodiment including a user interface (UI) toolkit, according to an embodiment;

[0031] Figure 46 illustrates the color animation effect, according to an

embodiment;

[0032] Figure 47 illustrates the highlight slide effect, according to an

embodiment;

[0033] Figure 48 illustrates the 90-degree page flip animation, according

to an embodiment;

[0034] Figure 49 illustrates the fade-in/fade-out animation effect,

according to an embodiment;

[0035] Figure 50 illustrates a folding-page 3D content grid component of

a user platform that can be configured to present content information in a

folding-page 3D content grid, according to an embodiment;

[0036] Figure 5 1 illustrates a content grid component shown in a 2D

format, according to an embodiment;

[0037] Figures 52-53 illustrate a vertical scroll of the content grid,

according to an embodiment;

[0038] Figure 54 illustrates a sequence of processing operations in an

example embodiment; and

[0039] Figure 55 shows a diagrammatic representation of a machine in

the form of a computer system within which a set of instructions, for causing the

machine to perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed herein, may

be executed, according to an example embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0040] A computer-implemented method, system, and apparatus for

providing user interface animation for a content system are disclosed. In the

following description, numerous specific details are set forth. However, it is



understood that embodiments may be practiced without these specific details. In

other instances, well-known processes, structures and techniques have not been

shown in detail in order not to obscure the clarity of this description. Various

embodiments are described below in connection with the figures provided

herein.

Overview of Various Embodiments

[0041] The various embodiments described herein are part of a content

browsing and recommendation system that includes an enhanced interactive

and/or electronic program/programming guide (IPG and/or EPG) and a content

integration system. The various embodiments provide a rich content browsing

and recommendation experience, which utilizes host site databases to correlate

content across delivery media, such as linear television, internet-based video on

demand services, recorded content, and content available on the home network.

In conventional program guides, data is only available to devices through

broadcast channels. In updated conventional program guides, the guides also

support delivery of data over the Internet, but that delivered data is the same data

as what is broadcast. Additionally, various embodiments described herein

provide user interface animation to further enhance the content browsing and

recommendation experience.

[0042] Within this document, content includes television programming,

movies, music, spoken audio, games, images, special features, scheduled and

unscheduled media, on-demand and/or pay-per-view media, and further includes

broadcast, multicast, downloaded, streamed media, and/or media or content that

is delivered by another means. The content as described herein can include

publicly-available content, such as the content access sold by commercial

publishers, broadcasters, networks, record labels, media distributors, web-sites,

and the like. The content as described herein can also include private or personal

content, such as personal content libraries, playlists, personal movie, music, or

photo libraries, private text libraries, personal mix recordings, originally

recorded content, and the like. As described herein, the term, "content" is

distinguished from the term, "content information" that is related to, but separate

from the content itself. The term "content information," which may include

metadata, refers to information associated with or related to one or more items of



content and may include information used to access the content. The content

information, provided and/or delivered by various embodiments, is designed to

meet the needs of the user in providing a rich media metadata browsing

experience. The content information also includes guide data, listings data and

program information, in addition to extended metadata, such as MyTV™

module metadata, celebrity biographies, program and celebrity images, and the

like for channel lineups and other media and/or content sources that are available

to the end user at the user's location. A MyTV™ module is provided by the

Microsoft™ Media Center system to view live TV broadcast programming

and/or to view a program guide of available broadcast programming. As

described herein, guide data can be used to generate a content guide that can be

used to display available programming options, sources of the programming, and

temporal information for the available programming options to enable a user to

browse, search, select, and view/consume a desired programming option.

[0043] Unfortunately, because there are so many available content

sources and so much available information for each content source, the volume

of data in the available content information can overwhelm a network's ability to

transfer the data and a user platform's ability to receive, process, and display the

content information on a sufficiently frequent basis. Without effective

management of the data delivery and consumption by a user platform, it is

effectively impossible for all the content information to be packaged up and

delivered on a sufficiently frequent basis to all user platforms; because the

content information includes so many content sources other than conventional

linear television. This situation leads to two conclusions:

1. A host site must provide an internet-based service that can

provide selected content information to all deployed user

platforms in real time.

2 . The existence of such a service allows the host site to radically

reduce the amount of content information packaged and delivered

to user platforms in bulk on a scheduled, e.g., daily, basis.

[0044] The various embodiments described herein provide an

architecture that allows a host site to package and bulk deliver content

information and content itself to user platforms, wherein the content information



contains only the content listings and/or program guide for the channel line-up

for which the user has indicated a use or preference. Additionally, the various

embodiments described herein provide an architecture that allows a host site to

package and deliver content information in real-time to user platforms based on

a user content selection or preference. The content itself can be delivered to a

user platform via a content integration system described herein.

[0045] Within this document, the term "user" includes a viewer of

television and/or video content as well as a consumer of other content. In the

various embodiments described herein, the user platform can fetch content

information, including extended metadata, extended program information,

celebrity information such as biographies, images, trailers, and the like, that the

user platform needs based on the usage of the user platform by a user. In two

example embodiments described herein, there are at least two methods for

delivering required and/or requested content information to a user platform. The

first method is to fill a local user platform content information cache with

content information at off-peak times. The second method, employed when the

user needs content information that is not in the local cache, is to get the content

information by using host site services in real time. In a particular embodiment, a

host site can use a cross-platform service (CPS) component and real-time

services in both cases. Other equivalent embodiments can be implemented

without cross-platform services. These methods and services are described in

more detail below.

[0046] Some example embodiments described herein also include a

system and method for delivering content to a user of a registered user platform.

Assets retrieved from a number of content sources may be stored in a database at

a service provider or the content itself can be retained at the content source for

direct delivery to a user platform as described in more detail herein. The term

"asset" can be taken to include, but is not limited to, one or more collections of

content, content information and metadata associated with the content, e.g.,

descriptions, synopses, biographies, trailers, reviews, links, etc., and content

source catalogs. Each asset can contain a content item and content information

related to the content item. Content information related to a number of content

items retrieved from the assets may be presented to the user of the registered

user platform. In response to a request from the user, a content item associated



with a content source may be delivered directly to the user platform without a

need for explicit user authentication. The service provider may authenticate on

behalf of the user so that the user does not need to be asked to authenticate each

time the user employs the registered user platform to order content from the

content source.

[0047] In example embodiments, the content may comprise, but is not

limited to, digital content including electronic publications such as electronic

books, journals, newspapers, catalogs, and advertisements, and multimedia

content including audio and video content. Content sources are originators,

providers, publishers, and/or broadcasters of such content and assets. Content

sources can be conventional television or radio broadcasters, Internet sites,

printed media authors or publishers, magnetic or optical media creators or

publishers, and the like.

[0048] A registered user platform, e.g., a registered user device or a set

of user devices, may comprise a consumer electronic (CE) device including

additional hardware and software that enables the consumer electronic device to

register with a service provider. Some consumer electronic devices, such as

television sets, may enable access to the Internet by being coupled to a computer,

e.g., a personal computer (PC) such as a laptop or a desktop computer, etc. The

registered consumer electronic device may be used by a user to access content

from various content sources such as, for example, Amazon, Netflix, Napster,

CBS, etc., over the Internet, directly without connection through a computer, as

discussed in detail below.

[0049] Figures 1 and 2 illustrate example architectures 100 and 101 for

delivering content and content information to a user of a user platform 140,

according to various embodiments. Preferably, the user platform 140 receiving

the content and/or content information comprises a registered user platform.

Registration for a user platform 140 is further described below in relation to

Figures 2-5. The user platform 140 may gain access to one or more content

items from a content source 130, e.g., a third party content source such as

Amazon, Netflix, Napster, CBS, etc., via services of a service provider 110

including, for example, Macrovision Corporation, Rovi Corporation, or another

host or service provider. The user platform 140 may comprise, for example, a

television (TV) 142, a digital video recorder (DVR) 143, or other user devices



shown under user platforms 140. The user platforms 140 may also include a

computer (PC) 144 and/or a network attached storage device (NAS) 146, such as

a network router or a wireless access point device that may optionally form a

home network. The user platforms 140 may also include a set-top box. The user

platforms 140, for example, the television 142, the computer 144, and/or the set-

top box may be coupled to the content source 130 via a content network 150.

The content network 150 optionally includes a variety and/or a combination of

video and/or television content distribution and/or delivery networks such as, for

example, cable, satellite, terrestrial, analog, digital, standard definition, high

definition, R (UHF, VHF) and/or broadcast networks. The user platforms 140

and content sources 130 may have access to the wide-area data network 120,

e.g., the Internet, as well.

[0050] Figure 1 also illustrates that an equivalent configuration of

architecture 100, 101, and/or 700 of various embodiments can include multiple

content information processing sites 108, each managing a portion of the

functionality provided as described herein. A particular embodiment may

include an additional layer, called the Partner Sites, wherein each Partner Site is

hosted on a separate server and each Partner Site communicates with the user

platform 140 and/or the content guide manager 721 (shown in Figure 7) of a

network-enabled user platform 140, described in more detail herein. In this

embodiment, each Partner Site can manage a subset of the available content and

content information from content sources 130. Further, it will be apparent to

those of ordinary skill in the art that another equivalent configuration includes a

portion of the functionality provided by the user platform 140 being downloaded

from the service provider 110 and/or processing sites 108, such as a collocation

facility, to the user platform 140 and executed locally at the client and/or user

location. In any of these alternative configurations, the architecture 100, 101,

and/or 700 of various embodiments provides and supports enabling content

information aggregation and access by user platforms as described in more detail

herein, in addition to the functions and/or services for content browsing and

recommendation.

[0051] In an example embodiment shown in Figure 2, the service

provider 110 may comprise a service provider database 112, such as a content

information database coupled via an intranet 114 to hosted services 115. The



hosted services 115 may comprise a cross platform services (CPS) component

116 and a cross platform gateway (CPGW) or "platform gateway" 118. The

platform gateway 118 may act as an interface between the user platform 140 and

the service provider 110. The cross platform services component 116 may be

responsible for processing requests from the user platform 140 via interactions

with the content sources 130, as described in more detail below.

[0052] Figure 3 is a diagram illustrating a more detailed example of a

service provider 110 for delivering content to a user of a user platform that is

preferably registered such as, for example, the user platform 140 of Figures 1

and 2 . User platform 140 registration and/or device registration is further

described below in relation to Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 3, the service

provider 110 comprises a data processor 111, a memory 113, a service provider

database 112, a provision module 117, cross platform services component 116,

and platform gateway 118. The provision module 117 may receive assets from

various content sources such as, for example, the content sources 130 of Figures

1 and 2 . The delivery of assets from the content source 130 may be via a wide-

area data network 120 of Figures 1 and 2, such as the Internet. The assets may

be received periodically, e.g., daily, in a batch mode operation or the provision

module 117 may request assets from the content sources on demand or receive

the assets in real time. In some embodiments, real time means as soon as the

assets are available for delivery from the content source.

[0053] The assets may be temporarily stored in the memory 113 such as

within a buffer, for example, from where the assets may be transferred and

recorded in the service provider database 112, which may correspond, for

example, to the service provider database 112 of Figure 2 . In operation, the data

processor 111 may cause an interface device, such as, for example, the interface

device 644 shown in Figure 6 and described below, to present to a user of the

user platform 140, information related to a number of content items retrieved

from the assets. In an example embodiment, the data processor 111 may cause

the provision module 117 to retrieve the content from the assets stored within the

service provider database 112 and make the content accessible to the interface

device 644 via the wide-area data network 120 of Figures 1 and 2, by using the

platform gateway 118.



[0054] The platform gateway 118, which acts as an interface between the

user platform 140 of Figures 1 and 2 and the service provider 110, may comprise

software and/or hardware to translate between communication protocols used

internally by the service provider 110 such as, for example, between the platform

gateway 118 and the cross platform services component 116. These translated

protocols may include, without limitation, a simple object access protocol

(SOAP) and protocols used by the user platform 140 such as, for example,

Internet Protocol (IP) and/or Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The

platform gateway 118 may receive, via the wide-area data network 120, from the

user platform 140, a request by the user for content associated with the content

source 130 of Figures 1 and 2 .

[0055] The user may provide membership information regarding a

membership with the content source 130 to the service provider 110, the first

time the user attempts to access content from the content source 130, via the user

platform 140. The membership information, for example, may include, but is not

limited to, authentication information such as a username, a password and

account identification, such as an account number and so forth. The membership

information may be stored in the memory 113 in a member list associated with

the content source 130 along with a registration code associated with the user

platform 140 for future reference.

[0056] In later access attempts, the data processor 111 of the service

provider 110 may determine that the user, and/or the user platform 140, has a

membership with the content source 130, by referring to the member list

associated with the content source 130 and the registration code of the user

platform 140. Then, the data processor 111 may perform the authentication on

behalf of the user, by using the stored authentication information, such that the

user may access content from the content source 130 without explicit

authentication being performed by the user.

[0057] Regardless of the foregoing alternatives, accessing the content

from the content source 130 can be achieved via several methods. For example,

the data processor 111 may cause the provision module 117 to allow the user to

receive delivery of the content directly from the content source 130 to the user

platform 140. This embodiment is beneficial because the service provider 110

does not have to provision the resources necessary to store selected content for a



plurality of users. In another embodiment, the data processor 111 causes the

provision module 117 to retrieve the content from the assets stored in the service

provider database 112, and allow the user to receive delivery of the content from

the service provider 110. In this embodiment, the service provider 110 first

retrieves the content from the content source 130 and stores the content as assets

in the service provider database 112. This embodiment is beneficial because the

service provider 110 can retain control over the content delivery process.

[0058] Figure 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a further example method

400 of delivering content to a user of a user platform 140 of Figures 1 and 2,

according to various embodiments. At an operation 410 shown in Figure 4,

assets or asset information received from the content source 130 may be stored

in the service provider database 112 or memory 113. Information related to a

number of content items retrieved from the assets can be presented, via the wide-

area data network 120 of Figures 1 and 2, to a user of the user platform 140, at

operation 420. The user determines if one or more of the content titles,

presented as part of the content information, may be of interest. The user then

submits a request for particular content titles to the service provider 110. The

service provider 110, at operation 430, may receive a request from the user for

one or more content items associated with the content source 130 from the user

platform 140.

[0059] If it is determined at the control operation 440 that the user does

not have a membership with the content source 130, and thus is not a registered

user, then at operation 460, the data processor 111 causes the provision module

117 to automatically register the user with the content source 130. The

registration of the user may proceed according to the steps described below in

relation to Figure 5 .

[0060] If it is determined at the control operation 440 that the user does

have a membership with the content source 130, and thus is a registered user,

then at operation 450, the data processor 111 causes the provision module 117 to

facilitate delivery of the requested content to the user without a need for explicit

user authentication by the user. In order to skip explicit user authentication, upon

receiving the request for content, the provision module 117 may receive an

authentication token associated with the user from the content source 130 and



invoke, by using the authentication token, an interface associated with the

content source 130.

[0061] The provision module 117 may facilitate delivery of the requested

content at operation 450 by allowing the user to download the content directly

from the content source 130 on demand to the user platform 140. The provision

module 117 may also retrieve the content from the assets stored in the service

provider database 112 and allow the user to download the content from the

service provider 110. Once registered with the content source 130, the user may

download, stream, and/or receive content directly from the content source 130 to

the user platform 140 without the need for explicit user authentication.

[0062] Figure 5 is a flow diagram illustrating a further example method

501 of delivering content to a user of a user platform 140 of Figures 1 and 2,

according to various embodiments. Preferably, the user platform 140 is

registered. As shown in Figure 5, a service provider 110 receives the request for

the content from a user platform 140, at operation 531. If the data processor 111

determines, at operation 541, that the user does not have a membership with the

content source, and thus is not a registered user, the data processor 111 may

cause the provision module 117 to automatically register the user with the

content source 130, at operation 561. For instance, the data processor 111 may

cause the provision module 117 to receive an authentication token associated

with the user from the content source 130, at operation 562, and invoke an

interface associated with the content source by using the authentication token, at

operation 564, to register the user with the content source 130 and allow the user

to access the content, at operation 550.

[0063] More specifically, at operation 550, in response to receiving the

request for content from the user platform 140, the data processor 111 may cause

the provision module 117 to facilitate delivery of the content to the user, without

a need for user authentication such as, for example, without the need for the user

to login, provide a password, and/or provide payment or credit information, as

described above. In some implementations, the provision module 117 is a

software module, and the data processor 111 causes the software module to

execute. With regard to registration of the user platform 140, the first time that a

non-registered user platform 140 device is used, e.g., a consumer electronic (CE)

device, television 142, or a digital video recorder (DVR) 143, the user may send



a registration request. In another embodiment, the provision module 117 may

automatically register the non-registered user platform 140 when the user

platform 140 is coupled with the service provider 110 via a wide-area data

network 120 for the first time. In one embodiment, for example, the provision

module 117 provides the user with a registration code for the user platform 140.

The user provides the registration code when the user explicitly registers the user

platform 140 or refers to the user platform 140 in communications with the

service provider 110. The user platform 140 of some embodiments is further

described below with respect to Figure 6 .

User Platform Registration

[0064] As mentioned above, the user platform 140 is preferably

registered. The user platform registration or "device registration" operates

alternatively, or in conjunction with, the "user registration" of some

embodiments. User registration is used to identify and/or authorize a particular

individual person for access to content via a user platform. User platform

registration is used to identify and/or authorize a particular device or interface

for access to content. Either or both types of registration can be used in various

embodiments. Figure 6 illustrates an example user platform 140, which may

correspond to the user platform 140 shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The user

platform 140 preferably comprises a first consumer electronic (CE) device 642,

such as the television 142 or the digital video recorder (DVR) 143 of Figure 2,

an interface device 644, a memory 646 and a configuration module 648. The

memory 646 and/or the interface device 644 may be preconfigured within the

television 142 and/or the digital video recorder 143. Alternatively, the memory

646 and/or the interface device 644 are added along with the configuration

module 648 to form a non-registered user platform 140 that is enabled for

registration. For instance, the memory 646 and/or the interface device 644 may

optionally be coupled internally or externally to the television 142 and/or the

digital video recorder 143.

[0065] As mentioned above, some user platforms 140 are initially not

registered and require registration for operation with the service provider 110. In

these cases, the first time that a user activates a non-registered user platform 140,

the interface device 644 preferably communicates, via the wide-area data



network 120, with the service provider 110. Once the non-registered user

platform 140 communicates with the service provider 110, the configuration

module 648 may work with the provision module 117 to register the non-

registered user platform 140 with the service provider 110. When the

registration is complete, the configuration module 648 may receive a registration

code from the provision module 117. The configuration module 648 may then

save the registration code in the memory 646 on the user platform 140. Once

registered, the user platform 140 is ready to perform the functionalities described

herein with respect to a registered user platform.

[0066] The interface device 644 may include hardware and/or software

and may also provide various user interfaces to display a variety of information

to the user. In an embodiment, the interface device 644 may receive the user

interfaces from the service provider 110. The user interfaces, for example, may

be used to display information related to a collection of content and associated

metadata available from the service provider 110. The user interfaces may also

provide for the user one or more search boxes to enable the user to search for

content under a variety of lists such as title, artist, category, subject, company

name, etc. The interface device 644, as mentioned above, may also provide

connectivity between the user platform 140 and the service provider 110, via the

wide-area data network 120. Interactions between the user platform 140 and the

components of the architectures shown in Figures 1 and 2 are discussed in more

detail below.

[0067] The content browsing and/or recommendation functions of

various embodiments described herein are used to facilitate the correlation of

content and related content information for delivery across various delivery

media. Figure 7 illustrates an example environment for a networked browsing

and/or recommendation architecture 700 with which various embodiments

operate. The networked browsing and/or recommendation architecture 700

includes the functionality of the service provider 110 described above plus

additional features described below. As shown in Figure 7, a processing system

200 is in networked communication, via a network 105, with one or more

content sources 130, such as the content sources 130 shown in Figures 1 and 2 .

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, network 105 can be a wide-area data network 120,

such as the Internet. Network 105 can also be a content network 150. Network



105 can also be a combination of either or both of the wide-area data network

120 and the content network 150. The processing system 200 is also in

networked data communication, via the network 105, with one or more user

platforms 140, such as the user platforms 140 shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The one

or more user platforms 140 may include or be in networked data communication

with rendering devices 742, playback devices 743, computer 744, set-top box

746, and/or other types of user devices operating in or with user platform 140.

For example, the television 142 shown in Figure 2 may correspond to rendering

device 742 shown in Figure 7 . The digital video recorder 143 shown in Figure 2

may correspond to playback device 743 shown in Figure 7 . The personal

computer 144 shown in Figure 2 may correspond to computer 744 shown in

Figure 7 . The network access system 146 shown in Figure 2 may correspond to

set-top box (STB) 746 shown in Figure 7 . The processing system 200 is

preferably used to process content information 732 that is related to, but may be

peripheral, ancillary, or distinct from, content 731 that is desired and requested

by users for playback and/or rendering. As shown in Figure 7, the environment

for the architecture 700 preferably includes content information 732, content 73 1

in the form of items of content, and/or both.

[0068] In some embodiments, the user platforms 140 are configured to

communicate directly with the processing system 200 via the network 105.

Further, the user platforms 140, such as the rendering device 742, the playback

device 743, and/or the set-top box (STB) 746, may use local interfaces such as

USB or local wireless interfaces such as Bluetooth, 802.1 1, 802.3, and the like,

for direct data communication with the computer 744, which can communicate

with the processing system 200. The user platforms 140 are used by individuals

who can log in to or otherwise gain access to the processing system 200 via the

network 105 and become subscribers or members of a content browsing and

recommendation service enabled by the various embodiments described herein.

The process for registration and/or activation by subscribers and non-subscribers

is described in more detail above. In a particular embodiment shown in Figure

7, some content guide and/or content information functions are selectively

provided in or by one or more of the user platforms 140. For instance, in some

embodiments, a particular user platform 140 is configured for or enabled with a

content guide manager 721 and/or a content information cache 722. The content



guide manager 721 controls the flow of a selected item of content into and out of

a data buffer or local database 392 (shown in Figure 11) for the user platform

140 for playback, rendering, and/or recording of content for a user.

Additionally, the content guide manager 721 controls the flow of content

information such as, for example, content metadata related to a selected item of

content, into and out of the content information cache 722 of the user platform

140 as shown in Figure 7 .

[0069] The content guide manager 721 includes processing logic to

communicate with the cross-platform services component 116 via platform

gateway 118 and the network 105 to coordinate access to a user-selected item of

content 731 directly from the one or more content sources 130 by the user

platform 140 via the network 105. The cross platform services component 116

shown in Figure 2 may correspond to cross platform services component 116

shown in Figure 7 . The platform gateway 118 shown in Figure 2 may correspond

to platform gateway 118 shown in Figure 7 . The content guide manager 721 also

includes processing logic to communicate with the cross-platform services

component 116 via the platform gateway 118 and network 105 to obtain

available content information 732, and related content metadata, associated with

identified items of content 731 available through the content sources 130. In an

example embodiment, this content information 732 includes content information

related to a particular content item. Content items are further described above in

relation to Figures 1-2. The content information 732 may include content

metadata, biographical information on the authors, writers, actors, directors,

producers, or the like, background information on the content item, web links or

text identifiers related to the content item, information identifying related content

items, information related to categories, genres, or the like that relate to the

content item, information identifying other users and/or viewers who may share

an interest in content similar to the particular item of content, content reviews,

and other content information related to the particular item of content. Content

reviews can be summaries, critiques, overviews, polling or survey information,

or other type of analysis, opinion, or parody of a particular content item. This

content information, obtained by the processing system 200 from various content

sources 130, is maintained in a database 112 by the processing system 200 of

various embodiments. This content information can be made available to user



platforms 140, via platform services 252, for viewing, searching, and/or

selection by users of user platforms 140. The users of user platforms 140 can

log in to accounts maintained by the processing system 200, search for lists of

available content and related content information by using a search engine 235,

and select a particular item or items of content and/or a related item or items of

content information for download or streaming to the user platform 140 via local

interfaces and/or network 105. Content distribution component 733 includes

processing logic to communicate with one or more content sources 130 and one

or more user platforms 140 to facilitate the downloading or streaming of a

particular selected item of content to a user platform 140 of a requesting user.

The content sources 130 can include feeds or repositories of digital content 731

that are downloaded or streamed to a particular user platform 140 via the

network 105. The content 731 can include various forms of digital content

including video or multimedia, e.g., MPEG, still images, e.g., JPEG or TIFF,

audio, e.g., MP3, spoken audio, digital documents, executable code, and the like.

The content sources 130 may represent websites, servers, peer-to-peer nodes,

databases, data storage local to the processing system 200, data storage local to

the user platforms 140, and the like. As described in more detail herein, the

processing system 200 and the content sources 130 operate in concert with the

content guide manager 721 to control the access to content information and

content, and the playback of selected content on the user platforms 140 from the

content sources 130. Note that in a particular embodiment, the selected item of

content 731 can be downloaded or streamed directly from the content source 130

to the user platform 140 of a requesting user via the content distribution

component 733 and network 105. In contrast, the content information 732

corresponding to a selected item of content 733 can take a different path to the

user platform 140 of a requesting user. The content information can be obtained

from content sources 130 and processed by ingestion engine 225. The content

information can then be uploaded to database 112 by the data delivery module

2 11 of processing system 200. At a time of its choosing, a user platform 140, and

the content guide manager 721 therein, can obtain the content information from

the database 112 by using a platform service 252 of cross-platform services

component 116. The content information can be downloaded to a requesting user



platform 140 via the platform gateway 118 and stored in the content information

cache 722 of the user platform 140.

[0070] Referring still to Figure 7, the processing system 200 is in data

communication with a plurality of content sources 130 via the network 105. The

content sources 130 represent any of a variety of content producers, content

aggregators, or other content sources from which a plurality of items of content

73 1 and related content information 732 can be obtained. Examples of content

sources 130 include CinemaNow, Netflix, Amazon, CBS, Video Detective, and

the like. The processing system 200 obtains content information 732, as related

to various content items 731, from the content sources 130 via an ingestion

engine 225. The ingestion engine 225 is configured to accept content

information 732 in a variety of forms and formats. This variety of content

information 732 is preferably normalized or otherwise re-formatted and

structured into a form that is conveniently processed by the processing system

200. A data delivery manager 212 of the data delivery module 2 11 of the

processing system 200 receives the ingested content information from ingestion

engine 225 and determines a catalog or catalogs to which a particular item of

content information relates. Additionally, the data delivery manager 212

performs classification, grouping, and cross-correlation operations to associate

particular items of content information with content catalogs, content groupings,

content types, content sources, or particular content items. The data delivery

manager 212 performs the classification, grouping, and cross-correlation

operations by using the data in the content information item itself. For example,

keywords, metadata, tags, and the like can be extracted from the content

information and used to categorize or classify a particular content information

item in association with one or more content catalogs or groupings. Once the

data delivery manager 212 processes the content information, the processed and

classified content information is stored in a database 112 with information

identifying associated content catalogs, categories, types, groupings, or content

sources.

[0071] A content integration module 221 and content integration

manager 222 of the processing system 200 is responsible for managing the

delivery of content items 731, but not content information 732, to particular user

platforms 140, with which users have made content selections. The content



integration manager 222 coordinates the delivery of selected content items 731

from the content sources 130 to particular user platforms 140 via content

distribution component 733 and the network 105. The delivery of selected

content items 73 1 is processed as a content download or a streamed content feed,

in some implementations.

[0072] The content information 732 stored in the database 112 by the

data delivery manager 212 is structured and conveniently searchable by using

search engine 235. The database 112 thereby retains all structured content

information 732 across all content sources 130. The platform services 252

provided by the cross-platform services component 116 includes services for

querying content information in the database 112 by using the search engine 235.

The cross-platform services component 116 makes these platform services 252

available to user platforms 140 via the network 105 and the platform gateway

118. The platform services 252 can include services to enable a user platform

140 to search the processed content information in the database 112 based on a

content catalog identifier, a content category, type, grouping, or content source.

Other queries based on keywords, tags, or metadata are also supported by the

platform services 252. The platform services 252 provided by the cross-platform

services component 116 also include services for requesting a recommendation

for content information by using a recommendation engine 241. The processing

performed by the recommendation engine 241 is described in more detail below.

[0073] The recommendation engine 241 obtains user behavior

information, and optionally user profile information (collectively denoted user

interest information), to correlate user interests with corresponding content

information retained in the database 112. For this purpose, the recommendation

engine 241 is coupled to a clickstream system 270 as shown in Figure 7 . The

clickstream system 270 is in data communication with a plurality of user

platforms 140 via the network 105. The clickstream system 270 collects user

behavior information including mouse click events, mouseover events, webpage

access and/or view events, object selection events, purchase or bid events, and

the like. Additionally, a user identifier and optionally a user profile can also be

associated with the user behavior information to form the user interest

information. This user interest information is provided to the recommendation

engine 241 by the clickstream system 270 and is used by the recommendation



engine 241 to correlate user interests with corresponding content information

retained in the database 112. Additionally, the clickstream system 270 may

provide the user interest information to an advertisement (ad) component 275 via

the network 105. The ad component 275 is used for making decisions regarding

which ads to serve to a user, and for reporting ad relevant information, such as

click through and/or conversion rates and the like. The ad component 275 may

use the user interest information to target advertisements that relate to the users

operating a particular user platform 140. The ad component 275 may further

determine which ads to deliver to a particular user platform 140. The ad

component 275 may notify the ad services component 265 with information

identifying particular advertisements that should be delivered to identified user

platforms 140. The ad services component 265 delivers the selected ads to the

identified user platforms 140. The ad component 275 may also generate reports

detailing how the advertisements were targeted.

[0074] Referring still to Figure 7, a content service gateway 255 is

shown in data communication between the cross-platform services component

116 and the content sources 130. The content service gateway 255 is responsible

for communication with content sources 130 such as from third party sources.

The content service gateway 255 aggregates application programming interfaces

(API's) by using an API aggregator 257. The API aggregator 257 generates a

generalized abstracted content service API from the various individual API's

provided by each of the content sources 130. In essence, the API aggregator 257

builds a generalized abstracted content service API on top of the different API's

provided by each of the content sources 130. In this manner, the API aggregator

257 generates a standardized content service API that can be used by cross-

platform services component 116 and user platforms 140 via the platform

gateway 118. The user platforms 140 of an embodiment preferably use the

standardized content service API of the content service gateway 255 for real

time communication with any of a variety of content sources 130.

[0075] The cross-platform services component 116 provides a uniform

service interface for the user platforms 140. In one embodiment, this service

interface provided by the cross-platform services component 116 is a web

service interface. In an example embodiment, the platform services 252

supported by the cross-platform services component 116 include, for example,



one or more of the following services: user account management services, user

platform profile management services, recommendation services, search

services, listings services, listing preferences services, remote record services,

rich media services, watchlist services, user behavior services, and/or user

profile services. A set of platform services 252 offered in an example cross-

platform services component 116 is further described in relation to Figure 8.

[0076] Figure 8 illustrates a set of example platform services 252 and

source services 734 supported by some embodiments such as, for example, the

cross-platform services component 116 of Figure 7 and content sources 130. As

shown in Figure 8, the platform services 252 include a rich media service 851, a

listings service 852, a user behavior service 853, a listing preference service 854,

a search service 856, an integrated search service 857, a watchlist service 858, a

user profile service 859, and a user account management service 860. In each

case, the platform services 252 provide a uniform service interface for the user

platforms 140 described herein.

[0077] The rich media service 851 enables a user of a user platform 140

to configure the user platform for the presentation of rich media content, such as

images, graphics, or video. The listings service 852 enables a user of a user

platform 140 to view content item listings as stored in a database 112. The user

behavior service 853 enables a user of a user platform 140 to configure the user

platform to capture and report user behavior data in a desired manner. The

listing preference service 854 enables a user of a user platform 140 to specify

types of content listings likely of interest to the particular user. The search

service 856 enables a user of a user platform 140 to search content item listings

as stored in the database 112. The integrated search service 857 enables a user

of a user platform 140 to search content item listings as stored in the database

112 or accessible via the network 105. The watchlist service 858 enables a user

of a user platform 140 to specify types of content items for which the user

wishes to be notified when the specified content items become available. The

user profile service 859 enables a user of a user platform 140 to manage the

parameters retained in a user profile related to the user. The user account

management service 860 enables a user of a user platform 140 to manage the

parameters retained in a user account related to the user.



[0078] Figure 8 also illustrates a set of source services 734. Source

services 734 are provided by and sometimes resident in the content sources 130.

Some content sources 130 provide various services 861, 862, and 863 of their

own, which enable a consumer to browse, access, purchase, and download

particular content items offered by the particular content source 130. However,

other content sources 130 may not provide any source services or the provided

services may not be compatible or efficient for use with the content information

aggregation system described herein. As such, a particular embodiment can be

configured to use the source services 734, if the source services 734 are provided

by the content source 130. But, the various embodiments described herein do not

rely on or require that such source services 734 be provided by the content

source 130. One of ordinary skill in the art will recognize additional services can

be provided alternatively and/or in conjunction with the service sets illustrated in

the example of Figure 8.

[0079] A user platform 140 according to an example embodiment is

further described by reference to Figures 9 through 13. As shown in Figure 9,

the user platform 140 is configured to include user platform software 372. All or

portions of the user platform software 372 can be installed within the user

platform 140 firmware or downloaded into the user platform 140 via a network

105. The user platform software 372 includes native applications 374, which

perform standard functions on conventional user platforms 140. Additionally, the

user platform software 372 may be configured to include a content guide

manager 721 that is preferably installed within the user platform software 372.

The content guide manager 721 is configured to communicate with the various

components of the architecture 700 of Figure 7 to coordinate the selection and

delivery of particular items of content and content information to a user platform

140. The content guide manager 721, in an example embodiment, includes a

guide generator 366, a user platform data delivery component 367, and a user

behavior & preferences component 368. The guide generator 366 gathers

content information by using the architecture 700 and builds a user interface

compliant electronic and/or interactive program guide (EPG and/or IPG) for

display to a user of a user platform 140. The guide lists the various content

items and content information as selected by a user. Native applications 374 can

access the guide generator 366 to obtain data to populate program guides or to



build content metadata browsing experiences for a user. The guide generator

366, in turn, uses the user platform data delivery component 367 to obtain the

content information data from the architecture 700, as described above. The user

behavior & preferences component 368 provides user-side functionality to gather

user behavior data used by the clickstream system 270. The user behavior &

preferences component 368 further stores user preferences with which the user

can customize the interfaces and services provided on a particular user platform

140. The user behavior data includes mouse click events, mouseover events,

webpage access and/or view events, object selection events, purchase or bid

events, and the like.

[0080] As shown in Figure 9, the guide generator 366 according to an

example embodiment, is configured to include an electronic program guide

(EPG) search engine 380 and a jobs manager 381. The guide search engine 380

provides application program interfaces to query the guide listings data, channel

mapping, and the like, stored in the database 112 of the architecture 700. The

jobs manager 381 schedules jobs to occur at particular times such as, for

example, according to a periodic schedule of events. In this case, the jobs

manager 381 schedules the content information cache filling operations

described herein.

[0081] Figure 10 illustrates an example environment showing an

example data connection between the user platform 140 and the cross platform

services component 116 with platform services 252 included therein. A platform

gateway 118 can be used to facilitate networked data communications between

the user platform 140 and the cross platform services component 116 via

network 105. In this manner, the user platform 140, and a user thereof, may

access and use the platform services 252.

[0082] Figure 11 illustrates the user platform data delivery component

367 of an embodiment in further detail. As shown in Figure 11, the user

platform data delivery component 367 is configured to include a data access

module 385, a data reception engine 386, a click stream engine 387, an internet

data loader 388, a cross-platform client manager 390, a data cache fill engine

391, a local database 392, and a cache list 399. The data access module 385

provides access to the local database 392, in which local data such as, for

example, guide data and/or content information, are preferably stored. The data



reception engine 386 unpacks the content information delivered by the

architecture 700 via the internet data loader 388 and populates the local database

392 by using the data access module 385. In a particular embodiment, the user

platform 140 indicates to the architecture 700 which channel lineup the user

platform 140 needs, and the user platform 140 receives only the content

information, e.g., the listings data, for that lineup. The click stream engine 387

records the user's behavior and reports the user behavior back to the clickstream

system 270 via the user behavior module 368. The cross-platform client

manager 390 provides a user platform-resident interface for platform services

252 through the platform gateway 118. The data cache fill engine 391 uses the

cross-platform client manager 390 to contact platform services 252 and retrieve

content information such as, for example, metadata to be cached in the local

database 392 for local use on the user platform 140. In a particular embodiment,

the local database 392 can be used as content information cache 722 maintained

on each user platform 140.

[0083] In a particular embodiment, the user platforms 140 maintain a

local cache 722 of content information, e.g., metadata, which is available

immediately to the user. This content information cache 722 is built by

retrieving or generating a list of content information items to fetch by using the

platform services 252 on a periodic, e.g., daily, basis. The cache filling may be

controlled by a server as a method of load balancing, so that the platform

services 252 are used as evenly as possible over time. On a periodic basis such

as, for example, once per day, the user platform 140 queries the platform

services 252 to retrieve content information identifiers with which the user

platform 140 can generate a cache list 399 for the user platform 140. The user

platform 140 can also determine the time the user platform 140 should begin

filling its content information cache 722. At the correct time, as determined

and/or scheduled by the jobs manager 381, the user platform 140 communicates

with the platform services 252 and retrieves content information items that are

identified in the cache list 399.

[0084] Referring to Figure 12, the factors used in an example

embodiment to fill the content information cache 722 in a user platform 140 are

illustrated. In the example of Figure 12, these factors include editorial

recommendations 395, item-based recommendations 396, personalized



recommendations 397, and promotions 398. These factors are used to generate

the content information cache list 399. In essence, the factors provide

information indicative of the types of content information that is likely of

interest to a particular user of a user platform 140. The more accurate the factors

are for a particular user, the more likely it is that the content information

ultimately requested by the user will already be resident locally in the content

information cache 722 in the user platform 140. If the requested content

information is already stored in the content information cache 722, the user

platform 140 need not incur the time and expense to obtain the requested content

information via the architecture 700. Given an accurate set of factors, the user

platform 140 infrequently, or as infrequently as possible, may need to perform

an access to the real-time platform services 252 of the architecture 700 in

response to user action. Thus, the user platform 140 and the other portions of

architecture 700 of various embodiments is able to predict the prospective user

demand based on user behavior, prior user content selection, and user profiling.

Nevertheless, any requested content information that is not in the content

information cache 722 is fetched via the platform services 252 of the architecture

700.

Content Integration of an Example Embodiment

[0085] One of the key features of the various embodiments described

herein is the ability to guide the user to content that is available via traditional

and non-traditional means. Some of these non-traditional means may include:

• Video On Demand such as from Amazon

· Other video delivery means such as Netflix Instant Queue

• White-box services such as CinemaNow and/or other brand experiences

such as Blockbuster

• Ad-supported services, e.g., broadcast and cable networks

• Premium music services such as Rhapsody

· Mixed-model music services such as Pandora

• User-generated content services, e.g., Flickr and YouTube

[0086] Once the various embodiments have guided the user to the

available content as described herein, some embodiments enable the user to



access selected content items via a public and/or private data network. In some

cases, this process of providing access to selected content items involves user

registration or linking with an existing user account as described above. In some

cases, the process involves transactions where the user pays for access to the

content. However, once the user has selected a particular content item and

provided registration and/or payment information for the selected content, the

various embodiments then provide the content to the user. This portion of the

various embodiments described herein for providing the content to the user is

denoted content integration, which is described in more detail below.

[0087] As described herein, various embodiments provide a service

technology that allows for the ingestion and correlation of content and catalog

information into one or more databases to indicate the availability and

accessibility of Internet-based content and/or network accessible content. The

ingested content and/or catalog information may be stored and/or presented in

conjunction with and/or in a manner that is similar as for linear television data.

Instead of indicating that a particular program is available on a certain channel of

a lineup at a certain time, this content and catalog information may indicate that

a particular program is available via an Internet-enabled content source.

Additionally, these services can allow the linking of user platform devices and

user profiles to accounts with these content sources.

[0088] Because the content sources 130 that provide the content 731

have a wide variety of goals for doing so, various embodiments accommodate

different models for the content sources 130 to deliver content to the user

platforms 140. In various embodiments, there are at least three models of

content integration as described below:

• A first model of content integration involves a custom application on the

user platform 140 that generates a high-quality, tightly integrated

experience around the content 731 from a particular content source 130.

This first model involves components and processes with which the user

platform 140 communicates directly with the services and API's of the

particular content source 130 for access to the content itself and for

access to content information, including content directories, metadata,

tags, reviews, blogs, and the like provided by the particular content

source 130. Alternatively, the user platform 140 utilizes the services of



an architecture such as the architecture 100, 101, and/or 700 described

above, for access to the content itself and for access to content

information, including content directories, metadata, tags, reviews, blogs,

and the like provided by the particular content source 130 via the

architecture 100, 101, and/or 700. A hybridization of these approaches is

also possible.

• A second model of content integration involves using the services of an

architecture 100, 101, and/or 700, with an application on the user

platform 140 that offers a small amount of customization in the form of

skinning and the presence or absence of advertising content while

browsing the directory of content available from the content sources 130.

Skinning refers to placing a "skin" or a custom user interface or webpage

over an interface or page provided by a content source 130. This second

model may not allow for the flexibility of the full-custom application of

the first model, but may be used for a broad set of content sources 130.

• A third model of content integration involves the content sources 130

developing specialized web sites for use with user platforms 140 and the

platform services 252 described above in relation to Figures 7, 8 and 10.

This third model may not provide an experience that is as graphically

rich as a custom experience, but allows for flexibility and control of the

experience by the content source 130.

[0089] Figure 13 further illustrates a user platform 140 according to an

example embodiment, wherein the example user platform 140 includes

components for content integration. As shown in Figure 13, a user platform 140

is configured to include user platform software 372. All or portions of the user

platform software 372 can be installed within the user platform 140 firmware or

downloaded into the user platform 140 via a network 105. The user platform

software 372 includes native applications 374, which perform content-related

functions on the user platform 140. Native applications 374 on the user platform

140 are used to couple the user platform 140 to the platform services 252, or

directly to source services 734 that are provided by the content sources 130, to

search and browse content directories, gain access to content, and play selected

content items. JavaScript applications 375 may be written by and/or for the

content sources 130 and installed on the user platform 140 to enable a user of the



user platform 140 to browse content directories of the content source 130, gain

access to content, and play selected content items.

[0090] Additionally, the user platform software 372 may be configured

to include content integration manager 1310 as installed in the user platform

software 372. The content integration manager 1310 is configured to

communicate with the various components of the architecture 100, 101, and/or

700 and/or content sources 130 directly to coordinate the delivery of selected

items of content to a user platform 140. The content integration manager 1310,

in an example embodiment, includes a content acquisition module 1315, a media

framework module 1317, and a Document Object Model (DOM) plug-in module

1319. The content acquisition module 1315 of an example embodiment is

configured to communicate with the content integration module 221 and content

integration manager 222 of the processing system 200 of Figure 7 to coordinate

the delivery of selected items of content from a particular content source 130 to a

user platform 140 via a content distribution component 733. As described

above, the content integration module 221 and content integration manager 222

of the processing system 200 is responsible for managing the delivery of content

items 731, but not content information 732, to particular user platforms 140,

with which users have made content selections. The content integration manager

222 coordinates the delivery of selected content items 73 1 from content sources

130 to particular user platforms 140 via the content distribution component 733

and the network 105. The delivery of selected content items 731 is processed as

a content download or a streamed content feed, in some implementations. The

content acquisition module 1315 of an example embodiment is configured to

communicate directly with the content sources 130 via network 105 to direct the

transmission of selected content 731 to the requesting user platform 140. The

content acquisition module 1315 can also be configured to communicate directly

with the content sources 130 via network 105 for the acquisition of selected

content 731. The media framework module 1317 of an example embodiment

provides the structure and functionality definitions of the media playback and

rendering capabilities of a particular user platform 140. The document object

model module 1319 of an example embodiment provides access to the media

framework 1317 so the content can be played or recorded.



[0091] Content integration via the processing system 200 enables the

ability to adapt to protocol changes without updating the software on the user

platform 140, thereby providing flexibility as business models and understanding

of use cases evolve. As described in relation to Figure 7, the architecture 700

enables a user platform 140 to obtain content information from a database 112.

The content information provides a user with searchable information related to

particular items of content available from various content sources 130. When

using the architecture 700, if a user platform 140 requests availability

information for a particular item of content 731, the search returns hits for the

content sources 130 that provide the particular item of content 731, as well as

results from the database 112. When using the architecture 700, a native

application 374 on the user platform 140 may allow the user of the user platform

140 to acquire the selected content 731 via the content acquisition module 1315

and jump directly to playing the content 731 by using the media framework

module 1317 and document object model module 1319. In a particular

embodiment, there is no need to jump into another application associated with

that particular content source 130.

[0092] In an alternative embodiment, the user platform 140 acquires the

selected content 731 directly from the content sources 130 by using the source

services 734. The primary drawback to this approach is that changes to the

services and/or protocols used by the content sources 130 require an update of

the user platform 140 such as, for example, a software update. The primary

advantage of this alternative approach is simplified registration either for the

user, the user platform 140, for the architecture 100, 101, and/or 700, and/or for

the content sources 130.

[0093] In another alternative embodiment, the user platform 140 acquires

the selected content 731 by using the architecture 700 or by using source

services 734 provided by the content sources 130 directly. In this

implementation, the user platform 140 may acquire related advertising by using

the architecture 700 and the ad services component 265 therein, as described in

relation to Figure 7 . Because the integration of content 731 and related

advertising on a user platform 140 may require a higher level of control and/or

device-specific information, the ad services component 265 in cooperation with



the user platform software 372 may provide the necessary level of control to

support ad services on the user platform 140.

[0094] Figure 14 illustrates an alternative implementation of a user

platform according to another example embodiment, wherein the example user

platform 140 includes components for content integration by using custom

integration applications 1420 and/or 1421 on the user platform 140. When it is

mutually advantageous to a host (e.g., a service provider 110) or a user platform

140 manufacturer and/or one or more content sources 130, custom integration

applications 1420 and/or 1421 are generated for a user platform 140 to enable a

user to browse and play content on the user platform 140. In this case, the user

browsing experience is highly customized and well integrated into the overall

user experience. Implementing the custom integration applications 1420 and/or

1421 natively allows for a sophisticated browsing experience and the use of

advanced rendering and animation techniques. The custom integration

applications 1420 and/or 1421 provide the presentation layer for browsing,

acquiring rights to, and initiating playback of content from the content source

130. As shown in Figure 14, a user platform 140 is configured to include user

platform software 372. All or portions of the user platform software 372 can be

installed within the user platform 140 firmware or downloaded into the user

platform 140 via a network 105. The user platform software 372 may include

custom integration applications 1420 and/or 1421, which perform customized

content-related functions on the user platform 140. Custom integration

applications 1420 and/or 1421 on the user platform 140 are used to couple the

user platform 140 to platform services 252, or directly to the source services 734

provided by the content sources 130, to search and browse content directories,

gain access to content, and play selected content items. The template

applications 1422 and 1423 preferably include content integration applications

that are not customized or specific to a particular content source 130. The guided

browse module 1425 handles the data model for browsing and searching content

by using a protocol compatible with the architecture 100, 101, and/or 700. The

guided browse module 1425 of the content integration manager 1410 is used to

retrieve content information by using a protocol compatible with the architecture

100, 101, and/or 700, and to provide this content information to the template

applications 1422 and 1423 provided in the presentation layer of the user



platform software 372. This content information may be used to retrieve the

selected content 731, itself. The custom guided browse module 1427 preferably

uses a specific protocol or service of a particular content source 130. The

custom guided browse module 1427 is used to retrieve content information by

using a specific protocol compatible with a particular content source 130 and to

provide this content information 732 to the custom integration applications 1420

and 1421 provided in the presentation layer of the user platform software 372.

This content information may be used to retrieve the content 731, itself in a

customized application. The media player 1429 is provided to authenticate a

user platform 140 with the content distributor 733 and to play the media with the

selected content 731. The user interface (UI) toolkit 1431 is provided to support

some basic user interface structures, functionality, and data objects from which a

particular user interface is built and customized. The content sources 130 that

either want full control of the user experience or that do not integrate with the

architecture 100, 101, and/or 700 may provide web pages for access to their

content catalogs and content, provided that the content sources 130 develop

those web pages according to pre-established guidelines. These guidelines are

based on the capabilities of the browser that is embedded into a user platform

140. In order to facilitate media playback of content provided by using this

mechanism, the document object model module 1319 may be required to provide

access to the media player on the user platform 140. The user interface toolkit

1431 also supports conventional user interface technologies, e.g., AJAX, CSS-

TV, CE-HTML and may provide a wide array of layout options and advertising

capability for the content sources 130.

[0095] Figure 15 illustrates a sequence of processing operations in an

example embodiment. As shown in Figure 15, the processing operations

performed by an example embodiment 1500 include: gathering available content

information related to particular items of content from a plurality of content

sources via a data network, at processing block 1510; processing the content

information, by using a data processor, to provide a searchable database of

processed content information, at processing block 1512; providing a service,

accessible via the data network, to enable a user platform to request a search of

the processed content information and identify a selected content item, at



processing block 1514; and, directing at least one content source to provide the

selected content item directly to the user platform, at processing block 1516.

[0096] Figure 16 illustrates a sequence of processing operations in an

example embodiment. As shown in Figure 16, the processing operations

performed by an example embodiment 1600 at a user platform include: invoking

a service from a user platform, via a data network, to search processed content

information in a database, at processing block 1610; retrieving a search result

from the service via the data network, the search result including selected

content information, at processing block 1612; using a data processor to identify

a selected content item from the search result, at processing block 1614;

requesting delivery of the selected content item, at processing block 1616; and

receiving the selected content item at the user platform from a content source via

a content distributor, at processing block 1618.

[0097] Figures 17 through 38 illustrate various example interface

components of a sample content browsing and selection user interface provided

in an example embodiment. In the sample user interface shown, a selection of

content items can be shown with a display object, icon, or user-selectable

component representing each content item. As described above, these content

items can represent any of a variety of content including video, audio, still

imagery, graphics, animation, video games, movies, music, spoken audio, digital

books, documents, and the like. Each content item or content asset can be taken

to include, but is not limited to, one or more collections of content, content

information and metadata associated with the content, e.g., descriptions,

synopses, biographies, trailers, reviews, links, related cast or crew, related

content items, etc., and content source catalogs. Each content item or content

asset can contain a representation of particular content, a link to corresponding

content, and content information related to the content item. As described herein,

the user interface examples shown in Figures 17 through 38 can be used to

browse, search, and select content items and content information in a variety of

dimensions of information related to a number of content items. The content

items and related dimensions of content information may be presented to the

user of the registered user platform as described herein.

[0098] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 17, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes a Root page 1700 that



provides a content area 1720 and a set of user-selectable command options 171 1,

1712, 1713, 1714, 1715, and 1716 in a command option area 1710 of the Root

page 1700. Note that the rectangular box shown surrounding the command

option area 1710 is provided in the figures herein merely to highlight the area for

explanation and is not needed in the actual interface of the example

embodiments described herein. A user can manipulate a conventional television

remote control device, cursor control device, keyboard arrow buttons, or other

pointing and/or control mechanism to select one of the command options 171 1,

1712, 1713, 1714, 1715, or 1716 in the command option area 1710.

Additionally, the user can select a particular command option of the command

options 171 1, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1715, and 1716 by using a select button on a

conventional television remote control device, conventional mouse, wireless

telephone, or other user platform control device to select (e.g., click on) a desired

command option. A user selection of a particular command option 171 1, 1712,

1713, 1714, 1715, and 1716 can also be activated in response to a mouseover

event or 'hover' operation in the proximity of the desired command option 171 1,

1712, 1713, 1714, 1715, or 1716.

[0099] In the example Root page 1700 shown in Figure 17, the user is

given an option to select from among several different command options,

content sources, or content source types. For example, a user can choose to

select a movie to watch by using a 'Movies' command option 1714 to select

from a source of movie content items via a Movie Portal described in more detail

below. Alternatively, a user can choose to select a television program by using a

'TV command option 1713 to select from a source of television content items

via a TV Portal described in more detail below. Alternatively, a user can choose

to select content from a 'Listings' command option 1712, which can provide an

aggregated list of content items with associated content information in a Listings

page, the content lists being obtained from a variety of sources, including

television programming sources, movie sources, music sources, spoken audio

sources, game sources, image sources, special feature sources, scheduled media

sources, on-demand and/or pay-per-view media sources, broadcast sources,

multicast or unicast sources, downloaded sources, streamed media sources,

recorded media sources, digital book sources, text document sources, content in

a personal library or a personal library of an associate, and/or media or content



that is delivered by another means. In one embodiment, the Listings page can be

represented as a grid arrangement of content item listings in rows and time slots

in columns. In this manner, scheduled content can be shown in a Listings page in

association with a time period when each content item is available for viewing,

listening, or reading. Alternatively, the Listings page can be represented as a list

of content items without an indication of time corresponding to availability of

the content. In this embodiment, scheduled and un-scheduled content can be

shown in a Listings page for viewing and selection by a user. The Listings page

of an example embodiment is described in more detail below.

[00100] From the Root page 1700, a user can also choose to select a

'Search' command option 1715, a 'Settings' command option 1716, or a 'My

Profile' command option 171 1. As described in more detail below, the 'Search'

command option 1715 enables the user to search for a desired content item by

using a Search page. The 'Settings' command option 1716 enables the user to

view and manipulate a variety of parameters that can customize the operation

and performance of the content browsing and selection system of various

embodiments. The 'My Profile' command option 171 1 enables the user to view

and manipulate a variety of parameters that can define a portion of a user's

profile. As shown in Figure 17 (and others of the Figures), a highlight marker

1702 can be used to identify one of the available command options 171 1, 1712,

1713, 1714, 1715, or 1716, which is currently available for selection and

activation by the user. A pointing device or other control mechanism can be used

to move the highlight marker 1702 to a desired command option. It will be

apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of this disclosure that the

Root page 1700 can include other command options for user selection of other

content sources or other content source types. For example, a user can also be

given a command option to select from a set of personal content, including a

personal video, audio, book, or document library by using a 'Personal' command

option to select from a source of personal content.

[00101] Once a particular content source or content source type is selected

by the user by using the Root page 1700, the service provider 110, as described

above, can access a content catalog or content database 112 to obtain a list of

one or more collections of content, content information and metadata associated

with the content from the selected content source. If the content items or content



information for the selected content source is not available in the content

database 112, pre-defined links can be used to obtain the content items or

content information for the selected content source. In this manner, the content

items and the related content information for the selected content source can be

made available for the user and displayed to the user in the manner detailed

below for an example embodiment.

[00102] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 18, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes a Listings page 1800 that

can be presented to the user in response to the user selecting the 'Listing'

command option 1712 from Root page 1700. As shown in the example of Figure

18, the Listings page 1800 provides a new set of command options in listing

command option area 1810. These command options can include: Calendar,

Favorites, All, News, Movies, Kids, Sports, Personal, etc. The available

command options can be used to select a particular set of content listings that is

displayed in content listing area 1820. In one embodiment, these content listings

in content listing area 1820 are arranged in a grid with available content items

(e.g., programming on channels, programming by content source, movie titles,

song titles, sporting events, book or document titles, etc.) arranged in rows and

time periods arranged in columns. Alternatively, the Listings page 1800 can be

represented as a list of content items without an indication of time corresponding

to availability of the content. In this embodiment, scheduled and un-scheduled

content can be shown in a Listings page 1800 for viewing and selection by a

user. It will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art in view of this

disclosure that other embodiments can use an equivalent arrangement of content

listings. The highlight marker 1802 can be used to identify one of the available

command options in listing command option area 1810, which is currently

available for selection and activation by the user. In the example shown in

Figure 18, the user has selected command option 'All' 1812, which can be used

to display all available listings in content listing area 1820. The presentation of

all available listings in content listing area 1820 can be used to list, group, sort,

and/or consume content from a variety of content sources and/or channels, such

as news content, movies, sports content, kids content, favorites, personal content,

Internet content, and the like. The pointing device described above can also be

used to identify portions of content or content information in content listing area



1820 that is of interest to the user. When the pointing device is moved in

proximity to a particular content item listing in content listing area 1820, the

particular content item listing is highlighted. The content information associated

with the highlighted content item listing is displayed in an expanded form of the

highlighted content item listing as shown in Figure 18. The highlighted content

item may be further selected for delivery and/or consumption. Alternatively, the

user may receive additional content information and/or metadata. The content

information is preferably navigable. For instance, television type content

information is further described below in relation to Figure 20. Movie type

content information is further described below in relation to Figure 27. The

navigation of some embodiments is described in relation to Figures 36, 37, and

38. Again, a pointing device or other control mechanism can be used to move to

a desired command option or content item listing.

[00103] Alternatively, a user can choose to select content from a variety

of different content listing groupings, such as a content listing grouping

represented by the 'Favorites' command option in command option area 1810.

The 'Favorites' command option enables the user to pick content from a group

of pre-defined user favorites. The user favorites can be content items explicitly

specified by the user as favorite content items by using command options

provided by the 'Favorites' functionality. Additionally, the user favorites can be

content items implicitly identified by using recommendation engine 241 to

gather user interest information, as described above, and to correlate user

interests with corresponding content items and content information. Other

content listing groupings can include news, sports, kids content, personal

content, Internet content, and the like. An example structure and usage of the

Listings page 1800 showing the program, "Lost", for example, is described in

more detail below in relation to Figures 36 and 37.

[00104] In a particular implementation, a user may browse content by

using content information and/or metadata directly, and without a channel, a

grid, and/or a listing. Referring now to the example shown in Figure 19, a

sample Root page 1900 is illustrated. In this example, the user has highlighted

command option 1713 ('TV') in command option area 1710 of the Root page

1900. The 'TV command option enables the user to view a television (TV)

content portal through which a variety of television programming content items



may be accessed. These television programming content items can be broadcast

programming, scheduled or unscheduled television programs, personal TV

programming, Internet-based TV programming and the like. Upon selection of

this command option 1713, the TV Portal 2000 can be displayed as shown in

Figure 20.

[00105] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 20, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes a TV Portal 2000 that can

be presented to the user in response to the user selecting the 'T command

option 1713 from Root page 1900. As described below, a user can employ other

methods for accessing the TV Portal 2000. Once the TV Portal 2000 is selected

by the user, the service provider 110, as described above, can access a content

catalog or content database 112 to obtain a listing of one or more collections of

content, content information and metadata associated with the television content

for selection from the TV Portal 2000. If the content items or content

information for the TV Portal 2000 are not available in the content database 112,

pre-defined links can be used to obtain the content items or content information

for the available television programming. In this manner, the content items and

the related content information for the TV Portal 2000 can be made available for

the user and displayed to the user in the manner illustrated in Figure 20 for an

example embodiment. Each television content item presented in TV Portal 2000

can include an image and/or a textual description of the particular TV content

item. Each of the TV content items in content item area 2020 is user selectable.

As shown, the user can manipulate the pointing device to position a selection

box 2022 around any of the listed TV content items. A slider bar 2024 can be

used to scroll the list of any arbitrary length for viewing in the content item area

2020. The user can select any of the listed TV content items by positioning the

selection box 2022 around a desired TV content item and activating a selection

button on a remote control device or other user platform signaling device. Upon

selection of the desired TV content item by using selection box 2022, the TV

Content Overview Page 2100 can be displayed as shown in Figure 21. For

example, the user in the example of Figure 20 has selected the TV content item,

"Lost" by using selection box 2022. As a result, the TV Content Overview Page

2100 can be displayed as shown in Figure 2 1 to provide additional information

and command options regarding the selected content item. As shown in the



example of Figure 20, the TV Portal 2000 also provides a new set of command

options in command option area 2010. These command options can include: 'TV

Portal', 'Just Added', 'For You', 'Services', and 'Search'. The 'TV Portal'

command option 2012 can be used to display a list of TV content items in

content item area 2020 as shown in the example of Figure 20. The 'Just Added'

command option can be used to display a list of TV content items in content

item area 2020 that have date/time information that is within a pre-defined

threshold. The 'For You' command option can be used to display a list of TV

content items in content item area 2020 that are likely of interest to a particular

user/viewer based on a previously generated user profile and/or based on a

history or pattern of previously viewed and/or consumed content. The 'For You'

command option enables the user to pick TV content items from a group of

television programming options automatically determined as likely of interest to

the user by the recommendation engine 241. As explained above, the

recommendation engine 241 can automatically assemble a list of TV content

items of likely interest to a particular user based on the user interest information.

The 'Services' command option can be used to display a list of TV related

services available for selection in content item area 2020. The 'Search'

command option can be used to invoke a search function and Search page for

searching for particular TV content items that match a user entered search query.

The search function of an example embodiment is explained in more detail

below in regard to Figures 33 through 35. As mentioned above, upon selection

of the desired TV content item by using selection box 2022, the TV Content

Overview Page 2100 can be displayed as shown in Figure 21. In this manner, the

user can continue to explore the hierarchical dimensions of TV content

information from a TV content portal page provided via the TV Portal 2000 as

initiated, for example, through Root page 1900 shown in Figure 19.

[00106] In a similar fashion, the user can also view the TV Content

Overview Page 2100 for a particular content item from the Listings page 1800.

In the example shown in Figure 18, the user has selected command option 'All',

and has highlighted a particular content listing 1822 in content listing area 1820,

the highlighted content listing corresponding to the television program, 'Lost."

As shown in Figure 18, the user highlighting of the content listing 1822 causes

more detailed and complete content information related to the highlighted



content listing 1822 to be displayed in an expanded form in an expanded listing

1824. This expanded content listing 1824 can include a variety of additional

content information or links to additional content information associated with the

highlighted content listing 1822. Such additional content information can include

images, additional descriptive text, rating information, closed captioning

information, and the like. In an example embodiment, the expanded listing 1824,

or the corresponding non-expanded content listing, can also include a command

object 1826, which a user can select to obtain additional information related to

the highlighted content listing 1822. As a result of activating command object

1826, the TV Content Overview Page 2100 shown in Figure 2 1 can be displayed

to the user. This page is described in detail below. Alternatively, the user can

activate TV Content Overview Page 2100 by using a special button or command

sequence on a remote control device or other user input device after highlighting

a particular content item in a content listing. The TV Content Overview Page

2100 corresponding to a particular content item enables a user to obtain a deeper

level of information and content selections related to a particular content item of

interest. In a similar fashion, the user can also obtain a deeper level of

information and content selections related to other types of content items in the

Listings page 1800, such as movie content, audio content, and any other type of

content provided in the Listings page 1800. As shown in the next several figures

and described below, the user can manipulate the functionality described herein

to probe deeply into a particular content item of interest and obtain access to

various dimensions of information related to the content item.

[00107] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 21, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes an overview of a

particular content item (e.g., "Lost") from the TV Portal 2000 as selected by a

user via the TV Portal 2000 or the Listings page 1800. As described above, a

user could have activated command object 1713 to cause the TV Portal 2000

shown in Figure 20 to be displayed to the user. The user could also have

activated command object 2022 in the TV Portal 2000 to cause the

corresponding TV Content Overview Page 2100 to be displayed. Alternatively,

the user could also have accessed the TV Content Overview Page 2100 via the

Listings page 1800 as described above. The TV Content Overview Page 2100

provides a detailed set of information related to the selected content item in a



content information area 2120. Additionally, the TV Content Overview Page

2100 provides a set of command options in a command option area 2 110 for

selecting among a set of dimensions of information corresponding to each of the

command options. A similarly structured content overview page can be provided

for any content item available for selection by a user. These dimensions of

information enable a user to probe more deeply into a particular area of interest

related to a selected content item. For example, command option area 2 110 can

include command options such as: Overview, Synopsis, Cast & Crew, Photos,

Awards, Episodes, and Similar. The Overview command option 2 112 presents

an overview of information related to the selected content item. A sample of

such information is shown in content information area 2120 of Figure 21. The

overview information can include a synopsis of the content item, an image, a list

of the cast, rating and genre information, a description, summary, or abstract of

the plot or subject matter associated with the selected content item. The image

may include an album cover, screen shot, or another type of image for

identifying the content item and/or the content information and/or metadata.

Other information can include a rating, genre, category, run time, ranking, date,

video and/or audio resolution, and the like as associated with the particular

content item. The sets of information associated with the selected content item

can also include a listing of the personnel associated with the content item, such

as director, producer, cast, author, performer, writer, composer, and the like. The

sets of information associated with the selected content item can also include one

or more images associated with the content item. These images can depict still

images of scenes from the movie, pictures of the actors, performers, or

songwriters, or other memorable images reminiscent of the particular content

item. The sets of information associated with the selected content item can also

include a list of awards or credits received by the content item or its originators.

The sets of information associated with the selected content item can also

include a listing of the sources from which the content item can be obtained for

viewing, listening, purchase, rent, or otherwise. The sets of information

associated with the selected content item can also include a selectable command

option or user-selectable button for requesting a viewing of a trailer of the

selected content item. In response to a selection of this command option, all or a

portion of the content information area 1720 of Figure 19 can be replaced with a



video window for displaying a trailer associated with the selected content item.

Additionally, the overview information can include a user-selectable button 2122

to enable the user to watch, listen, or otherwise consume the selected content

item, and a user-selectable button 2124 to enable the user to bookmark the

content item for easy access or to add the content item to a list of favorite

content items. Additionally, the overview information can include a user-

selectable button to enable the user to provide a user-entered rating and/or

ranking of the selected content item. In response to a selection of this user-

selectable rating and/or ranking button, the user's rating and/or ranking of the

selected content item can be added to a global pool of content rating and/or

ranking data collected from a plurality of users and maintained by the processing

system 200. The global pool of content rating and/or ranking data can be used by

the recommendation engine 241 when preparing the list of recommended content

for a particular user. It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in

view of this disclosure that a variety of additional information and command

selections related to the particular content item can be equivalently provided.

Additionally, advertising or other commercial content 2126 can be displayed in

the content information area 2120 to produce revenue when the content

information area 2120 is displayed to a user. Each of these command options in

command option area 2 110 can be selected by a user to obtain further

information related to a selected content item in a particular dimension. By way

of example, the user may choose to get more information regarding the cast and

crew of a particular selected content item. In this case, for example, the user can

select the command option 2 114. As a result of the selection of the command

option 2 114, the Cast page 2200 can be displayed as shown in Figure 22.

[00108] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 22, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes Cast page 2200, which

can be displayed as a result of a user selecting the command option 2 114 from

TV Content Overview Page 2100. The corresponding command selection 2212

is shown in Figure 22. The Cast page 2200 represents one dimension (of a

plurality of available dimensions) of detailed information related to a selected

content item, in this example, the "Lost" television program. In the example of

Figure 22, the identities of the cast and crew (personnel identities) associated

with the selected content item are listed in the information area 2220. As shown,



the user can manipulate the pointing device to position a selection box 2222

around any of the listed personnel identities. A slider bar 2224 can be used to

scroll the list of any arbitrary length for viewing in the information area 2220.

The user can select any of the listed personnel identities by positioning the

selection box 2222 around a desired personnel identity and activating a selection

button on a remote control device or other user platform signaling device. Upon

selection of the desired personnel identity by using selection box 2222, the Actor

page 2300 can be displayed as shown in Figure 23.

[00109] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 23, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes Actor page 2300, which

can be displayed as a result of a user selection of the desired personnel identity

by using selection box 2222 from Cast page 2200. The Actor page 2300

represents a new dimension (of a plurality of available dimensions) of detailed

information related to a selected content item, in this example, the "Lost"

television program and a selected personnel identity associated with the selected

content item, in this example, 'Matthew Fox'. Note that the detailed information

related to the selected content item is arranged hierarchically, given that the

detailed information in a particular dimension is accessed by the user through a

plurality of command selections. In this manner, the user is only given the

detailed information s/he has requested. Thus, the user does not need to sift

through a large set of detailed information to find the particular information

desired. In the example of Figure 23, detailed information related to the selected

personnel identity of the selected content item is shown in information area

2320. A new set of command options are provided in command option area 2310

as shown in Figure 23. The available command options in command option area

2310 enable the user to probe more deeply in the various dimensions of detailed

information related to the selected personnel identity. For example, command

option 2312 ('Overview') provides an overview of detailed information available

for the selected personnel identity. This overview of detailed information is

shown in the example of information area 2320 shown in Figure 23. The detailed

information provided in information area 2320 can include background

information related to the selected person, links to other content items with

which the selected person is associated, links to other people with which the

selected person is associated, links to other websites with which the selected



person is associated, command options, such as command option 2322 to enable

the user to bookmark a page associated with the selected person, command

options to play video or audio clips related to the selected person, and the like.

The available command options in command option area 2310 can include other

command options to enable the user to explore other dimensions of detailed

information related to the selected personnel identity. For example, these other

command options can include an, Overview', 'Biography', 'Credits', 'Photos',

or 'Awards' command option to enable the user to explore these dimensions of

detailed information related to the selected personnel identity. It will be apparent

to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of this disclosure that other

dimensions of detailed information related to the selected personnel identity can

be similarly provided. Each command option in command option area 2310

represents a different dimension of detailed information related to the selected

personnel identity. In a particular example embodiment, a command option 2314

('Credits') can be selected by a user by manipulation of the pointing device and

positioning of the highlight marker 2302 in proximity to the command option

2314. It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of this

disclosure that any of the other available command options in command option

area 2310 can be similarly selected. Upon selection of the command option

23 14, the Credits page 2400 can be displayed as shown in Figure 24.

[00110] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 24, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes Credits page 2400, which

can be displayed as a result of a user selection of the command option 23 14 from

Actor page 2300. The Credits page 2400 represents yet another dimension (of a

plurality of available dimensions) of detailed information related to a selected

content item, in this example, the "Lost" television program, a selected

personnel identity associated with the selected content item, in this example,

'Matthew Fox', and credit information (e.g., other content items with which the

selected person is associated) corresponding to the selected personnel identity.

Again, note that the detailed information (actor credits information in this case)

related to the selected content item is arranged hierarchically, relative to other

detailed information associated with the selected content item. In the example of

Figure 24, detailed information related to the credits of the selected personnel

identity of the selected content item is shown in information area 2420. The



detailed information provided in information area 2420 can include a list of

different content items (e.g., movies, programs, events, musical compositions,

etc.) with which the selected person is associated, links to different content items

with which the selected person is associated, links to other people with which the

selected person is associated, links to other websites with which the selected

person is associated, and command options to access associated content items,

people, websites, and the like. In this case, the actor "Matthew Fox" in the

television content "Lost" is also shown to portray the character "Racer X" in the

movie content item "Speed Racer." Accordingly, a user advantageously

navigates content of various types by using content information and/or metadata

of various types. The content information and/or metadata further have

graduated degrees of relevance.

[00111] The available command options in command option area 2410

can include other command options to enable the user to explore other

dimensions of detailed credit information related to the selected personnel

identity. For example, these other command options can include an, Overview',

'Biography', 'Credits', 'Photos', or 'Awards' command option to enable the user

to explore these dimensions of detailed credit information related to the selected

personnel identity. It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view

of this disclosure that other dimensions of detailed credit information related to

the selected personnel identity can be similarly provided. Each command option

in command option area 2410 represents a different dimension of detailed credit

information related to the selected personnel identity. In a particular example

embodiment, command option 2412 ('Credits') was selected by a user, which

resulted in the detailed credit information being displayed in the information area

2420. It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of this

disclosure that any of the other available command options in command option

area 2410 can be similarly selected. As shown in Figure 24, the user can

manipulate the pointing device to position a selection box 2422 around or in

proximity to any of the listed credit information items (e.g., different content

items associated with the selected personnel identity). The user can select any of

the listed credits information items by positioning the selection box 2422 around

or near a desired credits information item and activating a selection button on a

remote control device or other user platform signaling device. Upon selection of



the desired credits information item by using selection box 2422, the Movie

Overview page 2500 can be displayed as shown in Figure 25.

[00112] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 25, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes Movie Overview page

2500, which can be displayed as a result of a user selection of a desired credits

information item 2422 from Credits page 2400. In this example, the desired

credits information item 2422 corresponds to a different content item that is

related to the selected personnel identity. The Movie Overview page 2500

represents yet another dimension (of a plurality of available dimensions) of

detailed information related to a selected content item, in this example, the

"Lost" television program, a selected personnel identity associated with the

selected content item, in this example, 'Matthew Fox', and a different content

item associated with the selected personnel identity, in this example, the movie

'Speed Racer', starring Matthew Fox. Again, note that the detailed information

(a different content item associated with the selected personnel identity, in this

case) related to the selected content item is arranged hierarchically, relative to

other detailed information associated with the selected content item. Also note

that the same or similar Movie Overview page 2500 can be accessed via the

Movie Portal as described in more detail below. In the example of Figure 25,

Movie Overview page 2500 provides a detailed set of information related to the

different content item in a content area 2520. Additionally, Movie Overview

page 2500 provides a set of command options in a command option area 2510

for selecting among a set of dimensions of information corresponding to each of

the command options. These dimensions of information enable a user to probe

more deeply into a particular area of interest related to the selected different

content item. For example, command option area 2510 can include command

options such as: Overview, Synopsis, Review, Cast & Crew, Photos, Awards,

Watch, and Similar. The Overview command presents an overview of

information related to the selected different content item. A sample of such

information is shown in information area 2520 of Figure 25. The overview

information can include a synopsis of the different content item, an image, a list

of the cast, rating and genre information, a user-selectable button 2522 to enable

the user to watch, listen, or otherwise consume the different content item, and a

user-selectable button 2524 to enable the user to bookmark the different content



item for easy access. In this disclosure, a variety of additional information and

command selections related to the particular content item can be equivalently

provided. Additionally, advertising or other commercial content 2526 can be

displayed in the information area 2520 to produce revenue when the information

area 2520 is displayed to a user. Each of these command options in command

option area 2510 can be selected by a user to obtain further information related

to a different content item in a particular dimension. In this manner, the user can

continue to explore the hierarchical dimensions of content information from a

TV Portal page provided via the TV Portal 2000 as initiated through the Root

page 1900 shown in Figure 19.

[00113] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 26, the sample

Root page 2600 is illustrated. In this example, the user has highlighted command

option 1714 ('Movies') in command option area 1710 of the Root page 2600.

The 'Movies' command option enables the user to view a movie content portal

through which a variety of movie content items may be accessed. Upon selection

of this command option, the Movie Portal 2700 can be displayed as shown in

Figure 27.

[00114] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 27, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes a Movie Portal 2700 that

can be presented to the user in response to the user selecting the 'Movies'

command option 1714 from Root page 2600. As described herein, a user can

employ other methods for accessing the Movie Portal 2700. Once the Movie

Portal 2700 is selected by the user, the service provider 110, as described above,

can access a content catalog or content database 112 to obtain a listing of one or

more collections of movie content, content information and metadata associated

with the movie content for selection from the Movie Portal 2700. If the content

items or content information for the Movie Portal 2700 is not available in the

content database 112, pre-defined links can be used to obtain the content items

or content information for the available movie titles. In this manner, the content

items and the related content information for the Movie Portal 2700 can be made

available for the user and displayed to the user in the manner illustrated in Figure

27 for an example embodiment. Each movie content item presented in Movie

Portal 2700 can include an image and/or a textual description of the particular

movie content item. In the example embodiment shown in Figure 27, each user-



selectable movie content item in a content area 2720 is represented as a view of a

movie DVD (digital versatile disk) jacket, DVD/CD (compact disk) case, album

cover, book cover, or the like including a graphical image consistent with the

actual image provided on a physical version of the corresponding content

selection. By rendering the various content items in this manner, a user is more

easily able to select a particular content item based in part on a familiar image

associated with the content in addition to the textual identifier for each content

item. If no graphical image consistent with an actual image provided on a

physical version of the corresponding content selection is available, a user-

selectable image can be associated with a particular content item to enable a user

to associate a familiar image with the particular content item. Each of the movie

content items in content item area 2720 is user selectable. As shown, the user

can manipulate the pointing device to position a selection box 2722 around any

of the listed movie content items. A slider bar 2724 can be used to scroll the list

of any arbitrary length for viewing in the content item area 2720. The user can

select any of the listed movie content items by positioning the selection box

2722 around a desired movie content item and activating a selection button on a

remote control device or other user platform signaling device. Upon selection of

the desired movie content item by using selection box 2722, the Movie

Overview page 2800 can be displayed as shown in Figure 28. For example, the

user in the example of Figure 27 has selected the movie content item, "12

Monkeys" by using selection box 2722. As a result, the corresponding Movie

Overview page 2800 can be displayed as shown in Figure 28 to provide

additional information and command options regarding the selected content item

as explained in more detail below.

[00115] As shown in the example of Figure 27, the Movie Portal 2700

also provides a new set of command options in movie portal command option

area 2710. These command options can include: 'Movie Portal', 'Just Added',

'For You', 'My Friends', 'Services', and 'Search'. The 'Movie Portal' command

option 2712 can be used to display a list of movie content items in content item

area 2720 as shown in the example of Figure 27. The 'Just Added' command

option can be used to display a list of movie content items in content item area

2720 that have date/time information that is within a pre-defined threshold. The

'For You' command option can be used to display a list of movie content items



in content item area 2720 that are likely of interest to a particular user/viewer

based on a previously generated user profile and/or based on a history or pattern

of previously viewed and/or consumed content. The 'For You' command option

enables the user to pick movie content items from a group of movie options

automatically determined as likely of interest to the user by the recommendation

engine 241. As explained above, the recommendation engine 241 can

automatically assemble a list of movie content items of likely interest to a

particular user based on the user interest information. The 'My Friends'

command option can be used to display a list of movie content items in content

item area 2720 that are likely of interest to a particular user/viewer based on

recommendations by friends of the user/viewer. The 'Services' command option

can be used to display a list of movie related services available for selection in

content item area 2720. The 'Search' command option can be used to invoke a

search function for searching for particular movie content items that match a

user entered search query. The search function of an example embodiment is

explained in more detail below in regard to Figures 33 through 35. Upon

selection of the desired movie content item by using selection box 2722, the

Movie Overview page 2800 can be displayed as shown in Figure 28. In this

manner, the user can continue to explore the hierarchical dimensions of movie

content information from a movie content portal page provided via the Movie

Portal 2700 as initiated through Root page 2600 shown in Figure 26. Note that

the Movie Overview page 2800 can also be accessed via the Listings page 1800

as described above.

[00116] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 28, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes Movie Overview page

2800, which can be displayed as a result of a user selection of a desired movie

content item 2722 from Movie Portal 2700. The Movie Overview page 2800

represents a new dimension (of a plurality of available dimensions) of detailed

information related to a selected content item, in this example, the "12

Monkeys" movie. Again, note that the detailed information (associated with a

selected movie, in this case) is arranged hierarchically, relative to other detailed

information associated with the selected content item. In the example of Figure

28, Movie Overview page 2800 provides a detailed set of information related to

the selected content item in a content area 2820. Additionally, Movie Overview



page 2800 provides a set of command options in a command option area 2810

for selecting among a set of dimensions of information corresponding to each of

the command options. These dimensions of information enable a user to probe

more deeply into a particular area of interest related to the selected content item.

For example, command option area 2810 can include command options such as:

Overview, Synopsis, Review, Cast & Crew, Photos, Awards, Watch, and

Similar. The Overview command 2812 presents an overview of information

related to the selected content item. A sample of such information is shown in

content area 2820 of Figure 28. The Overview information can include a

synopsis of the content item, an image, a list of the cast, rating and genre

information, a user-selectable button 2822 to enable the user to watch, listen, or

otherwise consume the content item, and a user-selectable button 2824 to enable

the user to bookmark the content item for easy access. It will be apparent to

those of ordinary skill in the art in view of this disclosure that a variety of

additional information and command selections related to the particular content

item can be equivalently provided. Additionally, advertising or other commercial

content 2826 can be displayed in the content area 2820 to produce revenue when

the content area 2820 is displayed to a user. Each of these command options in

command option area 2810 can be selected by a user to obtain further

information related to a content item in a particular dimension. In this manner,

the user can continue to explore the hierarchical dimensions of content

information from a movie overview page provided via the Movie Portal 2700 as

initiated through Root page 2600 shown in Figure 26.

[00117] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 29, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes Cast page 2900, which

can be displayed as a result of a user selecting the command option 2814 from

Movie Overview page 2800. The corresponding command selection 2912 is

shown in Figure 29. The Cast page 2900 represents one dimension (of a plurality

of available dimensions) of detailed information related to a selected content

item, in this example, the "12 Monkeys" movie. The content information further

has varying degrees of relevance to the subject content item, and to the

previously browsed content item(s).

[00118] In the example of Figure 29, the identities of the cast and crew

(personnel identities) associated with the selected content item are listed in



information area 2920. As shown, the user can manipulate the pointing device to

position a selection box 2922 around any of the listed personnel identities. A

slider bar 2924 can be used to scroll the list of any arbitrary length for viewing in

the information area 2920. The user can select any of the listed personnel

identities by positioning the selection box 2922 around a desired personnel

identity and activating a selection button on a remote control device or other user

platform signaling device. Upon selection of the desired personnel identity by

using selection box 2922, the Actor page 3000 can be displayed as shown in

Figure 30.

[00119] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 30, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes Actor page 3000, which

can be displayed as a result of a user selection of the desired personnel identity

by using selection box 2922 from Cast page 2900. The Actor page 3000

represents a new dimension (of a plurality of available dimensions) of detailed

information related to a selected content item, in this example, the "12

Monkeys" movie and a selected personnel identity associated with the selected

content item, in this example, 'Bruce Willis'. Note that the detailed information

related to the selected content item is arranged hierarchically, given that the

detailed information in a particular dimension is accessed by the user through a

plurality of command selections. In this manner, the user is advantageously

given the detailed information s/he has requested. In the example of Figure 30,

detailed information related to the selected personnel identity of the selected

content item is shown in information area 3020. A new set of command options

are provided in command option area 3010 as shown in Figure 30. The available

command options in command option area 3010 enable the user to probe more

deeply in the various dimensions of detailed information related to the selected

personnel identity. For example, command option 3012 ('Overview') provides

an overview of detailed information available for the selected personnel identity.

This overview of detailed information is shown in the example of information

area 3020 shown in Figure 30. The detailed information provided in information

area 3020 can include background information related to the selected person,

links to other content items with which the selected person is associated, links to

other people with which the selected person is associated, links to other websites

with which the selected person is associated, command options, such as



command option 3022 to enable the user to bookmark a page associated with the

selected person, command options to play video or audio clips related to the

selected person, and the like. The available command options in command

option area 3010 can include other command options to enable the user to

explore other dimensions of detailed information related to the selected

personnel identity. For example, these other command options can include an,

Overview', 'Biography', 'Credits', 'Photos', or 'Awards' command option to

enable the user to explore these dimensions of detailed information related to the

selected personnel identity. It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art

in view of this disclosure that other dimensions of detailed information related to

the selected personnel identity can be similarly provided. Each command option

in command option area 3010 represents a different dimension of detailed

information related to the selected personnel identity. In a particular example

embodiment, a command option 3014 ('Credits') can be selected by a user by

manipulation of the pointing device and positioning of the highlight marker 3002

in proximity to the command option 3014. It will be apparent to those of

ordinary skill in the art in view of this disclosure that any of the other available

command options in command option area 3010 can be similarly selected. Upon

selection of the command option 3014, the Credits page 3100 can be displayed

as shown in Figure 31.

[00120] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 31, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes Credits page 3100, which

can be displayed as a result of a user selection of the command option 3014 from

Actor page 3000. The Credits page 3100 represents yet another dimension (of a

plurality of available dimensions) of detailed information related to a selected

content item, in this example, the "12 Monkeys" movie, a selected personnel

identity associated with the selected content item, in this example, 'Bruce

Willis', and credit information (e.g., other content items with which the selected

person is associated) corresponding to the selected personnel identity. Again,

note that the detailed information (actor credit information in this case) related to

the selected content item is arranged hierarchically, relative to other detailed

information associated with the selected content item. In the example of Figure

31, detailed information related to the credits of the selected personnel identity

of the selected content item is shown in information area 3120. The detailed



information provided in information area 3120 can include a list of different

content items (e.g., movies, programs, events, musical compositions, etc.) with

which the selected person is associated, links to different content items with

which the selected person is associated, links to other people with which the

selected person is associated, links to other websites with which the selected

person is associated, and command options to access associated content items,

people, websites, and the like. The available command options in command

option area 3 110 can include other command options to enable the user to

explore other dimensions of detailed credit information related to the selected

personnel identity. For example, these other command options can include an,

Overview', 'Biography', 'Credits', 'Photos', or 'Awards' command option to

enable the user to explore these dimensions of detailed credit information related

to the selected personnel identity. It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in

the art in view of this disclosure that other dimensions of detailed credit

information related to the selected personnel identity can be similarly provided.

Each command option in command option area 3 110 represents a different

dimension of detailed credit information related to the selected personnel

identity. In a particular example embodiment, command option 3 112 ('Credits')

was selected by a user, which resulted in the detailed credits information being

displayed in the information area 3120. It will be apparent to those of ordinary

skill in the art in view of this disclosure that any of the other available command

options in command option area 3 110 can be similarly selected. As shown in

Figure 31, the user can manipulate the pointing device to position a selection box

3122 around or in proximity to any of the listed credits information items

(different content items associated with the selected personnel identity). The user

can select any of the listed credits information items by positioning the selection

box 3122 around or near a desired credits information item and activating a

selection button on a remote control device or other user platform signaling

device. Upon selection of the desired credits information item by using selection

box 3122, the Movie Overview page 3200 can be displayed as shown in Figure

32.

[00121] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 32, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes Movie Overview page

3200, which can be displayed as a result of a user selection of desired credits



information item 3122 from Credits page 3100. In this example, the desired

credits information item 3122 corresponds to a different content item that is

related to the selected personnel identity. The Movie Overview page 3200

represents yet another dimension (of a plurality of available dimensions) of

detailed information related to a selected content item, in this example, the "12

Monkeys" movie, a selected personnel identity associated with the selected

content item, in this example, 'Bruce Willis', and a different content item

associated with the selected personnel identity, in this example, the movie 'The

Fifth Element', starring Bruce Willis. Again, note that the detailed information

(a different content item associated with the selected personnel identity, in this

case) related to the selected content item is arranged hierarchically, relative to

other detailed information associated with the selected content item. Also note

that the Movie Overview page 3200 can also be accessed via the Movie Portal

2700 as described above. In the example of Figure 32, Movie Overview page

3200 provides a detailed set of information related to the different content item

in a content area 3220. Additionally, Movie Overview page 3200 provides a set

of command options in a command option area 3210 for selecting among a set of

dimensions of information corresponding to each of the command options. These

dimensions of information enable a user to probe more deeply into a particular

area of interest related to the selected different content item. For example,

command option area 3210 can include command options such as: Overview,

Synopsis, Review, Cast & Crew, Photos, Awards, Watch, and Similar. The

Overview command presents an overview of information related to the selected

different content item. A sample of such information is shown in content area

3220 of Figure 32. The Overview information can include a synopsis of the

different content item, an image, a list of the cast, rating and genre information, a

user-selectable button 3222 to enable the user to watch, listen, or otherwise

consume the different content item, and a user-selectable button 3224 to enable

the user to bookmark the different content item for easy access. It will be

apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of this disclosure that a

variety of additional information and command selections related to the

particular content item can be equivalently provided. Additionally, advertising or

other commercial content 3226 can be displayed in the content area 3220 to

produce revenue when the content area 3220 is displayed to a user. Each of these



command options in command option area 3210 can be selected by a user to

obtain further information related to a different content item in a particular

dimension. In this manner, the user can continue to explore the hierarchical

dimensions of content information from a movie portal page provided via the

Movie Portal 2700 as initiated through Root page 2600 shown in Figure 26.

[00122] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 33, the sample

Root page 3300 is illustrated. In this example, the user has highlighted command

option 1715 ('Search') in command option area 1710 of the Root page 3300. The

'Search' command option enables the user to search for particular content items

by using a user-generated search query. Upon selection of this command option,

the Search page 3400 can be displayed as shown in Figure 34.

[00123] Referring now to the example shown in Figure 34, the sample

content browsing and selection user interface includes a Search page 3400 that

can be presented to the user in response to the user selecting the 'Search'

command option 1715 from Root page 3300. The Search page 3400 can also be

accessed via the Listings page 1800 as describe above. Once the Search page

3400 is selected by the user, the user is presented with a palette of search tools,

including an alphanumeric keyboard 3410, a search query entry field 3422, and a

suggestion box 3424. The user can use the alphanumeric keyboard 3410 to

compose a custom search query, which is transferred automatically to the search

query entry field 3422 as the user types out characters of the search query. The

search query can be keywords or phrases that can be matched to the content

information associated with content items from a variety of content sources. For

example, the user could type in the name of a television show, movie title, song

title, actor name, and the like. As a user types in the search query, the content

browsing and selection system of an embodiment can match the partial search

query with content information associated with content items and suggest

matching content items in the suggestion box 3424. In the example shown in

Figure 34, the user has entered the search query, "12 Monkeys" into the search

query entry field 3422. The content browsing and selection system of an

embodiment has matched the entered search query with content information

associated with content items in database 112. As a result, the Search Results

page 3500 shown in Figure 35 is presented to the user along with the search

results 3521 for the entered search query 3422. As shown in Figure 35, the



search results 3521 include a representation of each matching content item

presented in the search results 3521. Each representation of a matching content

item in the search results 3521 can include an image and/or a textual description

of the particular content item. The search results 3521 can be listed in a manner

similar to the content item listings in the Listings page 1800 described above or

in the manner of the TV Portal 2000 of Figure 20, or the Movie Portal 2700 of

Figure 27. Each of the content item representations in the search results 3521 is

user selectable. As shown in Figure 35, the user can manipulate the pointing

device to position a selection box 3522 around any of the content item

representations in the search results 3521. A slider bar (not shown) can be used

to scroll the search results of any arbitrary length for viewing in the content item

area 3520. The user can select any of the listed content item representations in

the search results 3521 by positioning the selection box 3522 around a desired

content item representation and activating a selection button on a remote control

device or other user platform signaling device. Upon selection of the desired

content item representation in the search results 3521 by using selection box

3522, the Movie Overview page 2800 can be displayed as shown in Figure 28.

For example, the user in the example of Figure 35 has selected the movie content

item representation, "12 Monkeys". As a result, the Movie Overview page 2800

can be displayed as shown in Figure 28 to provide additional dimensions of

information and command options regarding the selected content item as

explained in more detail above.

[00124] Referring again to Figure 18, an example was shown in Figure 18

and described above, wherein the user had selected command option Ά 1 ,

which can be used to display all available listings in content listing area 1820.

Alternatively, a user can use Listings page 1800 to select content from a content

grouping represented by the 'Sports' command option in command option area

1810. The 'Sports' command option enables the user to pick content items from

a group of broadcast, streamed, downloaded, or recorded sports programming

options. In a manner similar to the functionality described above, the user can

also view details of a selected sports personality, sports team, sports venue,

sporting events, and the like. Command options are provided in a hierarchical set

of pages with which a user can explore desired dimensions of detailed sports

information in a succession of pages, such as the pages described above.



Alternatively, a user can choose to select content from a content grouping

represented by the 'Kids' command option in command option area 1810. The

'Kids' command option enables the user to pick content items from a group of

broadcast, streamed, downloaded, or recorded programming options targeted for

children. As described above, command options are provided in a hierarchical

set of pages with which a user can explore desired dimensions of detailed

children's programming information in a succession of pages. Alternatively, a

user can choose to select content from a content grouping represented by the

'News' command option in command option area 1810. The 'News' command

option enables the user to pick content items from a group of broadcast,

streamed, downloaded, or recorded news programming options. As described

above, command options are provided in a hierarchical set of pages with which a

user can explore desired dimensions of detailed news information in a succession

of pages. In an alternative embodiment, a user can choose to select content from

a content grouping represented by an 'HD Listings' command option in

command option area 1810. The 'HD Listings' command option enables the user

to pick content items from a group of content options provided in high

definition. Alternatively, a user can choose to select content from a content

grouping represented by a 'Favorites' command option in command option area

1810. The 'Favorites' command option enables the user to pick content items

from a group of programming options automatically determined as likely of

interest to the user by the recommendation engine 241. As explained above, the

recommendation engine 241 can automatically assemble a list of content items

of likely interest to a particular user based on the user interest information.

Additionally, a user can explicitly add content items to a Favorites group by

using the bookmark command option as described above. Alternatively, a user

can choose to select content from a content grouping represented by the

'Calendar' command option in command option area 1810. The 'Calendar'

command option enables the user to pick content items based on a user-specified

date/time parameter(s) from a calendar view. Alternatively, a user can choose to

select for viewing a set of editorial information associated with content as

represented by an 'Editorial' command option in command option area 1810.

The 'Editorial' command option enables the user to view editorial information

related to a variety of content items or content groupings as previously gathered



from a variety of editorial sources. Alternatively, a user can choose to view a

listing of recommended content by using a 'Recommended' command option in

command option area 1810. The 'Recommended' command option enables the

user to view or browse recommended content items available for viewing and/or

purchase from a variety of selectable content sources. In an example

embodiment, the processing system 200 can use recommendation engine 241 to

gather user interest information, as described above, and to correlate user

interests with corresponding content items and content information retained or

identified in the database 112. In this manner, processing system 200 can

automatically assemble a list of recommended content items of likely interest to

a particular user based on the user interest information. This list of recommended

content items can be displayed for a user in response to selection of the

'Recommended' command option in command option area 1810. Additionally,

the list of recommended content items can be sourced from an aggregation or

combination of several content sources. In this manner, a user can view

recommended content items without having to know where a particular content

item is sourced. The user can also use various options provided within the

'Recommended' functionality to sort, filter, and group the recommended content

items within the recommended content listing as desired.

[00125] In an alternative embodiment, the sample content browsing and

selection Root page 1700 shown in Figure 1 can include an option for a user to

select an Internet content view presented to the user in response to the user

selecting an 'Internet' command option from Root page 1700 shown in Figure

17. In an example embodiment, the Internet content view can provide a variety

of user-selectable Internet content items or website options in a content area

1720. In a particular embodiment, a content area 1720 can be configured

similarly to a conventional web browser on a personal computer. Additionally,

the Internet content view can provide a variety of Internet browsing-related

command options in a command option area of an Internet content view. In this

manner, a user can use the content browsing and selection user interface as

described herein to browse the Internet in a novel manner, such as by using a

television or another enabled user platform device that provides a large format or

a smaller more portable format.



[00126] In alternative embodiments, other dimensions of information

related to a selected content item can be made available to a user, each

dimension being represented by selectable command options in command option

areas as described herein. In this manner, the various embodiments enable a user

to obtain many levels and/or degrees of detailed information and functionality

related to many selected dimensions of detailed information related to a selected

content item. For example, a user can select a command option, 'Plot'

corresponding to a plot dimension associated with a selected content item. In an

example embodiment, the plot dimension enables a user to obtain many levels of

detailed information and functionality related to the plot of the selected content

item. For example, the user can obtain a summary of the plot of the selected

content item, obtain a list of other content items with a similar plot, obtain a list

of other content items by the same writer and/or author, and watch, purchase,

and/or rent a content item with a similar or related plot all via the content

browsing and selection user interface provided in the various embodiments as

described herein.

[00127] Similarly, a user can select a command option, 'Music' in a

command option area corresponding to a music or audio dimension associated

with a selected content item. In an example embodiment, the music or audio

dimension enables a user to obtain many levels of detailed information and

functionality related to the music or audio track of the selected content item. For

example, the user can obtain a listing of the music and/or audio associated with

the selected content item, obtain a list of other content items with a similar

musical score and/or audio track, obtain a list of other content items having a

musical score and/or audio track by the same musician, composer, and/or sound

technician, and watch, purchase, and/or rent a content item with a similar or

related musical score and/or audio track all via the content browsing and

selection user interface provided in the various embodiments as described herein.

[00128] Similarly, a user can select a command option, 'Review' in a

command option area corresponding to reviews associated with a selected

content item. For example, see Figures 28, 29, and 32. In an example

embodiment, the review dimension enables a user to obtain many levels of

detailed information and functionality related to the published reviews of the

selected content item. For example, the user can obtain a listing of the published



reviews associated with the selected content item, obtain a list of other content

items with similar reviews, a similar genre, or from a similar category, obtain a

list of other content items having a review by the same reviewer, and watch,

purchase, and/or rent a content item with a similar or related review, a similar

genre, from a similar category, or from the same reviewer all via the content

browsing and selection user interface provided in the various embodiments as

described herein.

[00129] Referring again to Figures 2 1 and 28 in an example embodiment,

a user can select a command option, 'Photos' in command option areas 2 110 and

2810, respectively. For example, see Figures 29, 30, 31, and 32. The command

option, 'Photos' enables a user to view corresponding photographs or images

associated with a selected content item. In an example embodiment, the photos

dimension enables a user to obtain many levels of detailed information and

functionality related to the published photographs or images corresponding to

the selected content item. For example, the user can obtain a list of the published

photographs or images associated with the selected content item, obtain a list of

other content items with similar photographs or images, obtain a list of other

content items having photographs or images by the same photographer,

animator, illustrator, or graphic artist, and watch, purchase, and/or rent a content

item with a similar or related photographs or images, or from the same

photographer, animator, illustrator, or graphic artist all via the content browsing

and selection user interface provided in the various embodiments as described

herein.

[00130] Referring again to Figures 2 1 and 28 in an example embodiment,

a user can select a command option, 'Similar' in command option areas 2 110

and 2810, respectively. The command option, 'Similar' enables a user to view

other content related to a selected content item. In an example embodiment, the

similar content dimension enables a user to obtain many levels of detailed

information and functionality related to other content related to the selected

content item. For example, the user can obtain a list of other content items

related to the selected content item, obtain a list of other content items with a

similar genre or from a similar category, rating, ranking, date, etc., and watch,

purchase, and/or rent a related content item all via the content browsing and

selection user interface provided in the various embodiments.



[00131] Referring again to Figures 2 1 and 28 in an example embodiment,

a user can select a command option, 'Awards' in command option areas 2 110

and 2810, respectively. The command option, 'Awards' enables a user to view

awards or certifications associated with a selected content item. In an example

embodiment, the awards dimension enables a user to obtain many levels of

detailed information and functionality related to the awards or certifications

corresponding to the selected content item. For example, the user can obtain a

list of the awards or certifications associated with the selected content item,

obtain a list of other content items with similar awards or certifications, and

watch, purchase, and/or rent a content item with a similar or related award or

certification all via the content browsing and selection user interface provided in

the various embodiments as described herein. It will be apparent to those of

ordinary skill in the art in view of this disclosure that a variety of other content

information dimensions associated with a selected content item can be similarly

provided by using the functionality described herein.

[00132] Referring now to Figures 36 through 38, a flow of user interface

pages are shown to illustrate a sequence of sample user operations. For example,

as shown in Figure 36, a user can start a sequence of content search or browse

operations at Root page 1700 as described above. Using the various command

options provided in the Root page 1700, the user can choose to access content

Listings 1800, the TV Portal 2000, the Movie Portal 2700, or the Search page

3400. The following user actions in each of these sequences can lead to the

subsequent page displays as shown in Figure 36 and described above.

Additionally, the user can interrupt any of these sequences and return to the Root

page 1700 to start a new sequence. Additionally, the user can enter the Listings

1800, the TV Portal 2000, the Movie Portal 2700, or the Search page 3400

sequences from any of the other sequences. As such, the user can jump between

any of the functional sequences as desired to quickly obtain desired content or

content information in a desired dimension and/or at a desired degree of detail.

[00133] Figure 37 illustrates the content listing functionality provided via

the Listings page 1800 of an example embodiment. As shown, the Listings page

1800 can be used to browse and access a variety of different types of content and

content information, including TV content and TV content information (pages

2100 through 2500, for an example), movie content and movie content



information (pages 2800 through 3200, for an example), news content, sports

content, kids content, favorite content, personal content, and other content. In

each case, the sequences of pages presented to a user can be implemented as

described above. The user can use the Listings page 1800 and the subsequent

sequences of pages for access to various dimensions of content information and

for access to the content itself for viewing, listening, reading, or otherwise

consuming the content. At any stage, the user can return to the Root page 1700

or jump to any of the functional sequences as desired to quickly obtain desired

content or content information in a desired dimension and/or at a desired degree

of detail.

[00134] Figure 38 illustrates the content searching functionality provided

via the Search page 3400 of an example embodiment. As shown, the Search page

3400 can be used to search and access a variety of different types of content and

content information, including TV content and TV content information (pages

2100 through 2500, for an example), movie content and movie content

information (pages 2800 through 3200, for an example), news content, sports

content, kids content, favorite content, personal content, and other content. In

each case, the sequences of pages presented to a user can be implemented as

described above. In a manner similar to the Listings page 1800, the user can use

the Search page 3400 and the subsequent sequences of pages for access to

various dimensions of content information and for access to the content itself for

viewing, listening, reading, or otherwise consuming the content. At any stage,

the user can return to the Root page 1700 or jump to any of the functional

sequences as desired to quickly obtain desired content or content information in

a desired dimension and/or at a desired degree of detail.

User Interface Animation

[00135] As described for an example embodiment below, the user

interface for content browsing and selection of the user platform of an example

embodiment can have the following animated graphical effects:

■ Animated horizontal scroll effect

■ Animated vertical scroll effect

■ 90-degree page flip effect



■ Folding paper single row and multi rows grids with animated
horizontal/vertical scroll effect

■ Animated menu item navigation

■ Control with input focus having the periodic bright-and-dim effect

[00136] The following basic graphical operations can be used for

implementing the animated graphical effects for a particular embodiment.

Conventional techniques can be used to implement these basic graphical

operations. If the hardware on the user platform 140 supports any one of these

operations, the user platform 140 firmware can use the hardware to perform

those operations. Otherwise, the user platform 140 firmware can use software

tools instead.

[00137] The user platform 140 firmware of a particular embodiment can

support the drawing of basic shapes such as circle, rectangle, triangle, etc. with

particular background color. The user platform 140 firmware also supports the

decoding of the graphic file format such as bitmap, PNG (Portable Network

Graphics format), JPG (Joint Photographic Experts Group format), etc. onto an

on-screen or off-screen buffer.

[00138] The user platform 140 firmware of a particular embodiment can

also support rendering the anti-aliasing font with the specific foreground color

and background color. If the background color is transparent, the font is rendered

with anti-aliasing against the transparent background. In this case, the pixels

around the boundary of the opaque font foreground and transparent background

are translucent with a different intensity level depending on the contour of the

font.

[00139] The user platform 140 firmware of a particular embodiment can

also support a resize transformation to resize an original picture to a new size

image. An example is shown in Figure 39. The aspect ratio of the resized picture

is preferably required to be same as the original picture. An implementation of a

resize transformation and other graphical effects is further described below in

relation to Figure 45.

[00140] The user platform 140 firmware of a particular embodiment can

also support a perspective transformation, which represents a projection of a



two-dimensional (2D) rectangle onto the x-y plane after it is rotated into the

paper in z direction with y-axis as a pivot as illustrated in Figure 40.

[00141] The user platform 140 firmware of a particular embodiment can

also support two types of alpha blending. The first type is the combination of the

foreground bitmap, which has pixels with opaque, translucent and transparent

levels, over the opaque background bitmap. This is illustrated in Figure 41. If the

foreground bitmap is purely opaque, the result of the blending of the two

bitmaps shows the foreground bitmap. Another type of alpha blending is to

blend the two opaque bitmaps, but an alpha value is applied to the whole source

bitmap before the blend with the destination bitmap as shown in Figure 42.

[00142] The user platform 140 firmware of a particular embodiment can

also support BitBlit, which is an operation to copy the pixels from a source

bitmap to a destination bitmap. The BitBlit is useful to copy the bitmap between

the off-screen buffers, or between the on-screen buffer and off-screen buffer.

[00143] In a particular embodiment, the animation scroll effect is a

sequence of BitBlit operations for copying the specific area of the source bitmap

to the destination on-screen buffer. The area of the source bitmap is gradually

shifted horizontally (or vertically, depending on the direction of the scroll) for

each BitBlit operation in order that the image looks to be scrolled on the display.

The smoothness of the scroll depends on the magnitude of the area's

displacement of the source bitmap to be shifted for each BitBlit operation and

the frequency of the BitBlit operations for performing the scroll. In order that the

appearance of the scroll is acceptable on the screen, the frame-per-second during

the scroll operation requires at least 10-15 frames-per-second in one

embodiment. Figure 43 illustrates an example of an animated horizontal scroll

operation. Figure 44 illustrates an example of an animated vertical scroll

operation.

[00144] Bilinear interpolation may be necessary for the bitmap after a

resize transformation or a perspective transformation has been performed in

order that the bitmap after transformation is processed to be less blocky. Because

bilinear interpolation requires quite a lot of processing power, bilinear

interpolation should be processed on the static image only after all the animation

processes (e.g. scroll) on that image are finished.



[00145] The user platform 140 of a particular embodiment can include a

user interface (UI) toolkit 4700 as shown in Figure 45. The UI toolkit 4700

inside user platform 140 of an example embodiment can contain three modules,

which are used to build the user interfaces and perform the animations. These

three modules are UI Widgets 4702, Animation Engine 4704, and Scene

Manager 4706. In a particular embodiment, the work flow for building the final

UI artifact on screen is depicted as follows:

1. When a Native Applications module 4710 or Javascript Applications

module 4712 wants to render something on screen, these applications

provide the necessary textual information (e.g., which UI widget to

be generated, where to render this widget on a display screen, the

content to be shown by this widget, the location of the content to be

shown by the widget, etc.) to the UI Widgets module 4702.

2 . The UI Widgets module 4702 generates the nodes based on the

textual information provided by Native/Javascript Applications

modules 4710 and/or 4712. Each node is an object. Each node is

represented by a 2D plane with a collection of off-screen bitmaps

stacked on the plane. The UI Widgets module 4702 can call a node's

methods, such as where to show the node on the screen, any

animation run by the node and how, etc. and then pass all nodes to

the Animation Manager 4704.

3 . The Animation Manager 4704 runs the animation for the nodes. The

animation can be to move the node from one position to another

position, resize the node, vary the alpha value of the node to blend

with the background nodes, scroll the node's off-screen bitmaps, etc.

If the node has animation, the Animation Manager 4704 updates the

properties of the node (such as the position, alpha value, off-screen

bitmap position, etc) for every period of the frame rate for running

the animation and then ask the lower layer Scene Manager 4706 to

render the node on the screen based on the node's properties. If the

node doesn't have animation, the Animation Manger 4704 simply

passes node with the default properties to the Scene Manager 4706 to

render it on screen.



4 . The Scene Manager 4706 renders the node on the screen according to

the current node properties. One or more of the graphical effects

described in the preceding disclosure take place in the Scene

Manager 4706 module. For example, the perspective transformation

can be performed on the node if the node is set with z rotation. The

resize transformation can be performed on the node if the node is set

with the size difference with its original size, etc.

[00146] In a particular embodiment, the UI Widgets module 4702

provides all forms of UI widgets for the Native/Javascript Applications modules

(4710 and/or 4712) to use in order to present the content they want to show to

the user. The examples that the UI Widgets module 4702 can provide, include: a

root page widget, a 2D/3D grid widget, wall widget, etc. For example, if the

Native Applications module 4710 and/or the Javascript Applications module

4712 want to draw a root page on the display screen, the Native Applications

module 4710 and/or the Javascript Applications module 4712 provide

information such as position of the root page, total number of menu items or

command options for this root page, text and icons (e.g., in the form of a PNG

file pathname) for each menu item or command option. The UI Widget module

4702 generates all nodes required by that root page, sets the node properties and

animation through the nodes' method, and then passes the nodes to the

Animation Engine 4704 to render the nodes onto the screen.

[00147] The UI Widgets module 4702 also provides the event callback to

the Native Applications module 4710 and/or the Javascript Applications module

4712. The events supported by the UI Widgets module 4702 in a particular

embodiment include an infrared (IR) key input event, or other form of user input

selection, the input focus change event, etc. For example, when an OK key is

pressed on an item on the root page, the upper Native Applications module 4710

is notified of the command option on the root page that was selected by the user.

The Native Applications module 4710 may decide to hide the root page and then

show a new widget (e.g., a grid widget if a request for a content list is made) on

the screen.

[00148] In an example embodiment, a node is an object. A node is

basically the collection of off-screen bitmaps (or textures) with a list of

properties. The textures tell how the node is to appear after the node is rendered



on screen. The properties for the node are size, background color, position on the

screen, etc. In a particular embodiment, the properties for the node are as

follows:



non-opaque values perform the alpha blending with the

background textures and node background color.

Child Nodes Child nodes assigned this node. If the node has child node, this

is called parent node. The following information can be

specified of how to arrange the child nodes for a parent node:

1. To pack all child nodes either horizontally or

vertically, such that, no two child nodes overlap

with each other.

2 . Global alignment for all child nodes when they are

packed. The possible alignment setting for

horizontal pack can be top, center and bottom, and

possible alignment setting for vertical pack can be

left, center and right. Since the child nodes have

different sizes, we have to specify how the child

nodes are aligned when they are packed.

When the Scene Manager 4706 is going to render a node, the

Scene Manager 4706 draws the parent node first and then all

the child nodes. The number of the child nodes can be shown

on screen and the visible area of the individual child nodes are

preferably bounded by the size of the parent node. If three child

nodes are packed vertically to a parent node but the height of

first two child nodes is already taller than the parent node, the

third node won't have a change to show on screen. If a child

node is wider than the width of the parent node, the area that is

outside the parent node's width is clipped.

The usage of the parent/child node architecture simplifies

applying the effect to a group of nodes. When an effect is

applied on the parent node, the same effect is applied to all

child nodes of this parent node automatically. For example, if a

parent node is set with a new alpha value, this alpha value is

applied to all child nodes as well. Another example is, if a

parent node is resized, all its child nodes are resized in the same



ratio as well.

Position The position of this node when it is rendered on screen. This

property is ignored by the child node. If the parent node is set

with new position, all its child nodes are moved with the same

delta as the difference between the new position and the old

position of the parent node.

Z-order The Z-order of the node. The system renders the node with

smallest Z-order value first, and then the node with next larger

Z-order value, and so on. So an opaque node covers the areas of

all nodes with smaller Z-order values. If the node is translucent,

alpha blending is performed to blend translucent pixels with the

other nodes covered by a translucent node. The Z-order

property is ignored by the child node.

Z-degree The angle of the node rotated into the paper or out of the paper,

as well as the y-axis pivot for the rotation. The z-degree

property is ignored by the child node. If the parent node is set

with the z degree, all its child nodes are rotated along with the

parent node at the same degree.

Alpha The alpha value of the node. The default alpha value for a node

is opaque. This alpha value can be a gradient. In this case, the

alpha value changes incrementally or decrementally in a

constant rate when transverse in left/right or up/down direction

across the node. This alpha value is applied to the node as a

whole to blend with the overlapped areas of the background

nodes with smaller Z-order values. If the parent node is set with

the alpha value, the same alpha value is applied to all its child

nodes.

Resized size The size of the node after resizing. The textures in the node are

resized in the same ratio. If the parent node is resized to a new

size, all its child nodes are resized with the same ratio.

Dirty Specify if any property's value described above is changed and

it is required to redraw the node on the screen again.

[00149] In a particular embodiment, there are two types of nodes. The

node with animation is called the dynamic node. The node without the animation



is called the static node. Each of these node types are described in more detail

below.

[00150] The table below describes some important methods for

manipulating the static properties of the node. Multiple methods can be called on

a node before the node is drawn on the screen. If the same method is called

multiple times, only the setting of the last call is stored to the node property. If

more than one method is called, the effect of all methods is applied to the node

simultaneously.

[00151] For dynamic nodes, there are a number of methods provided by

the node for the caller to specify how the animation runs on the dynamic node.

Multiple methods are called on a node before the node is drawn on the screen. If

the same method is called multiple times, only the setting of the last call is used.

If more than one method is called, the effect of all methods is applied to the node

simultaneously. The table below describes some important methods for the

dynamic node in an example embodiment.



2 . Number of times of the animation is repeated,

the possible values are 0 up to infinite value.

3 . How the animation is repeated. Run from the

start position again or run in the reverse

direction from the where the animation is

stopped.

SetMoveO Move the node from one position to another position.

SetZRotation() Rotate the node into the paper or out of paper from

one angle to another angle. The pivot for running the

rotation is fixed.

SetAlphaAnimation() Vary the node's alpha value from one value to

another value.

SetBGColorAnimation() Vary the node's background color from one color to

another color.

SetResize() Resize the node from one size to another size. The

textures inside the node are resized in the same ratio

as well.

SetHeightAnimation() Vary the node height from one value to another value.

The textures inside the node are not resized for this

animation. This method supports the following

configuration

1. Decrease the node height. The textures are

moving out of the node in the top or bottom

direction while decreasing the height.

2 . Increase the node height. The textures are

moving in the node from the top or bottom

direction while increasing the height.

SetTextureScroll() Move a texture from one position to another position

inside the node. Since a node can have more than one

texture, it is possible to specify only to scroll some of

the textures for a node rather than scrolling all



textures at the same time.

[00152] In a particular embodiment, the Animation Engine 4704 is

responsible for running the animation for the nodes. If the node belongs to a

static node, the Animation Engine 4704 simply bypasses the node directly to the

lower layer Scene Manager 4706. The Scene Manager 4706 renders this node on

the screen according to the node's properties. If the node belongs to a dynamic

node, the Animation Engine 4704 updates the node's properties periodically for

those properties that are expected to change based on the animations parameters

set on the node. After the node properties are updated, the Animation Engine

4704 sets the "dirty" flag of the node and then signals the lower layer Scene

Manager 4706 to render the node on the screen.

[00153] In a particular embodiment, a node's properties update rate

follows the global frame rate set for the animation. The update rate may be lower

than the global frame rate if the system is not fast enough to run the update rate

to follow the targeted frame rate. The delta change to the node's property value

for each update depends on the animation speed set on the node and the time

difference between the previous update and the current update. For example, if a

dynamic node is set to move from position x=0 to position x=10 in 1 second and

the frame rate is set to lOfps (frames per second), for every 0.1 second, the

Animation Engine 4704 increments the node's x-position by 1 for every 0.1

second. After updating the node's position and setting the node's dirty flag, the

Animation Engine 4704 signals the lower layer Scene Manager 4706 to render

that node on the screen with new node properties. If the system is not fast

enough and it can just run the frame rate at 5fps even though the frame rate is set

to lOfps, the increment of the x-position change is adjusted by the Animation

Engine 4704 to 2 for each 0.2 second.

[00154] In one embodiment, the Animation Engine 4704 is required to run

in a standalone thread and not in the same thread of the upper layer UI widget.

The implementation can be easier by using a standalone thread to manage this

kind of periodic update. Another consideration is to have better UI

responsiveness if it is running in the different thread with the upper UI widgets

layer; because, the UI thread won't be blocked by the Animation Engine 4704

when it is busy doing the animation.



[00155] The overall animation can be disabled by using a global switch. If

the system is not powerful enough to have the animation effect, the animation

can be disabled in this module. No change to other modules is required. In case

the animation is disabled, the Animation Engine 4704 updates the nodes'

property to the last state of the animation, sets the node dirty flag, and then

signals the Scene Manager 4706 to render it on the screen. The table below

describes some important application programming interface (API) components

provided by the Animation Engine 4704 of an example embodiment.

[00156] In a particular embodiment, the Scene Manager 4706 is

responsible for rendering all nodes on the screen. The Scene Manager 4706

module carries out several graphical effects such as the perspective

transformation, resize transformation, BitBlit, etc. on the texture bitmap



mentioned in the preceding section. If the hardware platform has 2D/3D engine

support (such as OpenGL, DirectFb, etc.), the Scene Manager 4706 can use this

engine to run the graphical effects to gain the maximum performance. If the

platform doesn't have any hardware graphical engine support, the Scene

Manager 4706 can use the software components to perform the graphical effects.

[00157] When the Scene Manager 4706 receives a node from the upper

layer Animation Engine 4704, the Scene Manager 4706 uses the node's

properties to determine how to render the node on the screen. For example, the

position property tells where to put the node on the screen, the texture property

tells what kind of bitmaps to be shown on screen, the size property tells the size

of the node, the Z-order property tells the rendering sequence for all nodes, the

Z-angle property tells if perspective transformation on the node is required, the

resized size property tells if resize transformation is required to perform on the

node before to render it on screen, etc.

[00158] The Scene Manager 4706 can run in the same thread of the

Animation Engine 4704. The Scene Manager 4706 won't draw the node if this

node is positioned out of the dimension of the physical screen. As mentioned in

the preceding section, the node has a dirty property. The Scene Manager 4706

uses this property to determine if the node is required to redraw on the screen.

The Scene Manager 4706 won't redraw the node if the dirty property is not set.

So, for performance consideration, the Scene Manager 4706 doesn't need to

draw all nodes for every period of the global animation frame rate. The Scene

Manager 4706 only draws those nodes are necessary to draw, and draws those

background areas affected by the new dirty nodes, because their size or position

is changed comparing with the previous state. The Scene Manager 4706 clears

the dirty flag when the node is completely drawn on the screen. If the system

doesn't have 3D support, the Scene Manager 4706 can ignore the node's

property z-degree. The Scene Manager 4706 can just use other node properties

for rendering the node on screen. The table below describes some important

application programming interface (API) components provided by the Scene

Manager 4706 in an example embodiment.

API API

Functions Description



AddNodeO Add a node on the screen.

RemoveNode() Remove a node from the screen.

Draw() Draw all nodes on the screen. The Scene Manager 4706 only

draws those nodes to be set with dirty flag on the scene.

[00159] In a particular embodiment, the UI Toolkit 4700 can be used to

build the various UI screens or pages that are provided as part of the content

browsing and selection user interface of the various embodiments described

herein. Various use cases illustrating this process are described below.

[00160] In a particular embodiment, input focus color animation can be

provided. In an example embodiment, the background color of any command

option item, menu item, or list item that has the input focus is varied between

bright and dim periodically. Figure 46 illustrates how the color animation effect

is performed in one embodiment. As shown in Figure 46, a node is generated

with two textures. One texture is the opaque icon at the left and another texture

is the translucent font bitmap at the right as shown in Figure 46. The font bitmap

was rendered by using the anti-aliasing font on the transparent background so the

alpha value is gradually changed from the font face to the background around the

font contour. The SetBGColorAnimation() function can be called to set the

background color of the node to vary from one color to another color. After

adding this node to the Animation Engine 4704 and then calling the Run()

function, the color animation effect is shown on the screen immediately.

[00161] When an up/down key is pressed on the item of a list box having

the input focus, the highlight is slid to the next item in the up/down position

instead of jumping to the next item. Figure 47 shows how to implement this

highlight slide effect.

[00162] In a particular embodiment shown in Figure 47, the page is

constructed by two nodes X & Y. The position and size of these nodes are

identical but the Z-orders are different such that node X is placed in front of Y.

Node X has six textures A-F and Node Y has only one texture G. The textures

A-C are opaque icons, textures D-F are the translucent font bitmap, and texture

G is the opaque background. The size of the texture G is bigger than the size of

node Y (indicated by rectangle with yellow border) so that the area outside the

node Y is clipped. The SetTextureScroll() function on the node Y is called to

move the texture G to the down direction. After adding all these nodes to the



Animation Engine 4704 and then calling the Run() function, the highlight slide

effect on the menu item is shown on the screen as shown in Figure 47.

[00163] In a particular embodiment shown in Figure 48, a 90-degree page

flip animation can be performed. The 90-degree page flip animation can be done

by just using the SetZRotation() function on the node. An example of this

process is illustrated in Figure 48.

[00164] In a particular embodiment shown in Figure 49, a fade-in/fade-out

animation effect can be performed. The fade-in/fade-out animation effect is

illustrated by example in Figure 49. As shown in Figure 49, two nodes X and Y

are generated with the same size and position but with different Z-order values

such that Node Y is placed in front of the Node X. The functions

SetAlphaAnimation() and SetResize() are called for Node Y to change its alpha

value from transparent to opaque and its size from zero to original size

respectively. After adding these two nodes to the Animation Engine 4704 and

then calling the Run() function, the fade-in effect as illustrated in Figure 49 can

be shown on the screen.

[00165] In a particular embodiment shown in Figure 50, a folding-page

3D content grid component of a user platform 140 can be configured to present

content information, such as the sample TV list data shown in the folding-page

3D content grid illustrated in Figure 50, to a user in a 3D grid format. In an

example embodiment, a process to construct the 3D content grid is described

below in connection with Figure 50. In a particular embodiment shown in Figure

50, a 3D grid component is constructed by six nodes:

■ Node A is constructed by many textures to form the translucent

channel column.

■ Node B is constructed by one texture and it shows as the background

color for the channel column. The size for Node A & B is equal but

with different Z-order values; Node A is placed in front of the Node

B.

Node C is constructed by many textures to form the second column

of the grid to present the current time list.



■ Node D is constructed by one texture and it shows as the background

color for the second column. The size for Node C and Node D is

equal but with different Z-order values; Node C is placed in front of

the Node D.

■ Node E is constructed by many textures to form the third column of

the grid to preset the future time list.

■ Node F is constructed by one texture and it shows as the background

color for the third column. The size for Node E and F is equal but

with different Z-order values; Node E is placed in front of the Node

F.

[00166] The SetZDegree() function can be called for Node A, B, E & F to

rotate the node by a certain degree in the z direction. The SetPosition() function

can be called for all nodes in order to glue these nodes to form the complete grid

component. Finally, all these nodes are passed to the Animation Engine 4704

and then the Run() function is called to show the grid component on screen as

illustrated in Figure 50.

[00167] If the user platform 140 doesn't support 3D, the Scene Manager

4706 can ignore the z-degree node property and so the SetZDegree() function

won't have any effect on the node. The content grid component can be shown in

a 2D format as illustrated in Figure 51.

[00168] When a user presses the left/right key on the grid, the folding

pages are scrolled horizontally as shown in Figure 50. To implement the

horizontal scroll in a particular embodiment, large enough textures are prepared

for scrolling of nodes A, C, and E as shown in the example of Figure 50. Then,

one or more functions (e.g., SetTextureScroll(), etc.) are called for these nodes to

scroll the textures in the same direction and distance.

[00169] In a particular embodiment shown in Figures 52 and 53, a vertical

scroll on the content grid UI is illustrated. One way to implement vertical scroll

is to use a first process on the channel column and a different (second) process

on the second and third columns of the grid. A sample implementation for

performing a vertical scroll for the channel column is shown in Figure 52. A

sample implementation for performing a vertical scroll for the second and third

columns of the grid is shown in Figure 53.



[00170] As illustrated in Figure 52, seven nodes can be used to implement

the vertical scroll for the channel column. These nodes are described below:

■ Node A contains the textures for texts and logos of CHI and CH2, for

example. Node A's background color is set to light gray. The

function SetHeightAnimation() is called to change Node A's height

from 2 channels to 1 channel gradually.

■ Node B contains the texture for CH3 text. The function

SetHeightAnimation() is called to reduce Node B's height gradually.

The function SetBGColorAnimation() is called to change Node B's

background color from cyan to light cyan gradually.

■ Node C contains the texture for CH3 logo. The Z-order of this node is

set to be in front of Node B. The function SetResize() is called to

resize Mode C to a smaller size and the function SetMove() is called

to move Node C up while the grid is scrolled up.

■ Node D contains the texture for CH4 logo. The Z-order of this node

is set to be in front of Node E. The function SetResize() is called to

resize Node D to a bigger size and the function SetMove() is called to

move Node D up while the grid is scrolled up.

■ Node E contains the texture for CH4 text. The function

SetHeightAnimation() is called to increase Node E's height

gradually. The function SetBGColorAnimation() is called to change

Node E's background color from light gray to cyan gradually.

■ Node F contains the textures for texts and logos of CH 5 and CH6.

Node F's background color is set to light gray. The function

SetHeightAnimation() is called to change Node F's height from 1

channel to 2 channels gradually.

■ Node G is a parent node for nodes A, B, E & F. All child nodes are

packed vertically to this parent node. Node G makes sure all child

nodes are still tightly packed when the sizes for the child nodes are

gradually changed while running the vertical scroll. The



SetZDegree() function on the parent node G is called to rotate the

channel column out of paper in order to show the 3D grid.

[00171] A sample implementation for performing a vertical scroll for the

second and third columns of the grid is shown in Figure 53. As illustrated in

Figure 53, five nodes can be used to implement the vertical scroll for the second

and third columns of the grid. These nodes are described below:

■ Node A contains the textures for show title l a and 2a texts. Node

A's background color is set to light gray. The function

SetHeightAnimation() is called to change Node A's height from 2

titles to 1 title gradually.

■ Node B contains the textures for show title+description and image for

show 3a . The function SetHeightAnimation() is called to reduce

Node B's height gradually to show the show title. The function

SetBGColorAnimation() is called to change node B's background

color from cyan to light cyan gradually.

■ Node C contains the texture for show title+description and image for

show 4a. The function SetHeightAnimation() is called to increase

Node C's height gradually to show the show title, description and

image for show 4a. The function SetBGColorAnimation() is called

to change Node C's background color from light gray to cyan

gradually.

■ Node D contains the textures for show title 5a and 6a texts. Node

D's background color is set to light gray. The function

SetHeightAnimation() is called to change Node D's height from 1

title to 2 titles gradually.

■ Node E is a parent node for nodes A-D. All child nodes are packed

vertically to this parent node. Node E makes sure all child nodes are

still tightly packed when the sizes for the child nodes are gradually

changed while running the vertical scroll. The SetZDegree() function

on the parent node E is called to rotate the channel column out of

paper in order to show the 3D grid.



[00172] Finally, the SetPosition() function is called for all parent nodes

for all columns in order to glue all the columns together to form the complete

grid component.

[00173] Thus, the content browsing and selection user interface provided

in various embodiments herein improves the user's capabilities for content

browsing, searching, and selection of digital content items and related content

information in a variety of hierarchical dimensions. In particular, an embodiment

provides user interface animation for a content system.

[00174] Figure 54 illustrates a sequence of processing operations in an

example embodiment. As shown in Figure 54, the processing operations

performed by an example embodiment 5400 at a user platform include: gathering

available content information related to particular items of content from at least

one source of a plurality of content sources via a data network, at processing

block 5410; processing the content information, by using a processor, to provide

a digital representation of a content item in an animated content grid, at

processing block 5412; receiving a selection of the content item, the selection

being in response to a user action performed on the digital representation

corresponding to the content item, at processing block 5414; and displaying an

expanded dimension of information associated with the selected content item in

response to receiving the selection of the content item, the expanded dimension

of information including at least one user-selectable display object to obtain an

additional level of detailed information related to the selected content item, at

processing block 5416. The detailed information has a relevance to at least one

of: (1) a user selection, indication, and/or preference; (2) a prior selected,

browsed, and/or searched content item and/or content information; and/or (3) a

currently presented or consumed content item and/or content information.

[00175] Figure 55 shows a diagrammatic representation of a machine in

the example form of a computer system 5500 within which a set of instructions,

for causing the machine to perform any one or more of the methodologies

discussed herein, may be executed. In alternative embodiments, the machine

operates as a standalone device or may be coupled, e.g., networked, to other

machines. In a networked deployment, the machine may operate in the capacity

of a server or a client machine in client-server network environment, or as a peer

machine in a peer-to-peer and/or distributed network environment. The machine



may be a server computer, a client computer, a personal computer (PC), a tablet

PC, a set-top box (STB), a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a cellular

telephone, a web appliance, an audio or video player, a network router, switch or

bridge, or any machine capable of executing a set of instructions, sequential or

otherwise, that specify actions to be taken by that machine. Further, while a

single machine is illustrated, the term "machine" shall also be taken to include

any collection of machines that individually or jointly execute a set, or multiple

sets, of instructions to perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed

herein.

[00176] The example computer system 5500 includes a data processor

5502, e.g., a central processing unit (CPU), a graphics processing unit (GPU), or

both, a main memory 5504 and a static memory 5506, which communicate with

each other via a bus 5508. The computer system 5500 may further include a

video display unit 5510, e.g., a liquid crystal display (LCD), a cathode ray tube

(CRT), or other imaging technology. The computer system 5500 also includes

an input device 5512, e.g., a keyboard, a pointing device or cursor control device

5514, e.g., a mouse, a disk drive unit 5516, a signal generation device 5518, e.g.,

a speaker, and a network interface device 5520.

[00177] The disk drive unit 5516 includes a non-transitory machine-

readable medium 5522 on which is stored one or more sets of instructions and

data, e.g., software 5524, embodying any one or more of the methodologies or

functions described herein. The instructions 5524 may also reside, completely or

at least partially, within the main memory 5504, the static memory 5506, and/or

within the processor 5502 during execution thereof by the computer system

5500. The main memory 5504 and the processor 5502 also may constitute

machine-readable media. The instructions 5524 may further be transmitted or

received over a network 5526 via the network interface device 5520.

[00178] Applications that may include the apparatus and systems of

various embodiments broadly include a variety of electronic and computer

systems. Some embodiments implement functions in two or more specific

interconnected hardware modules or devices with related control and data

signals communicated between and through the modules, or as portions of an

application-specific integrated circuit. Thus, the example system is applicable to

software, firmware, and hardware implementations. In example embodiments, a



computer system, e.g., a standalone, client or server computer system,

configured by an application may constitute a "module" that is configured and

operates to perform certain operations as described herein. In other

embodiments, the "module" may be implemented mechanically or electronically.

For example, a module may comprise dedicated circuitry or logic that is

permanently configured, e.g., within a special-purpose processor, to perform

certain operations. A module may also comprise programmable logic or

circuitry, e.g., as encompassed within a general-purpose processor or other

programmable processor, that is temporarily configured by software to perform

certain operations. It will be appreciated that the decision to implement a

module mechanically, in the dedicated and permanently configured circuitry, or

in temporarily configured circuitry, e.g. configured by software, may be driven

by cost and time considerations. Accordingly, the term "module" should be

understood to encompass an entity that is physically or logically constructed,

permanently configured, e.g., hardwired, or temporarily configured, e.g.,

programmed, to operate in a certain manner and/or to perform certain operations

described herein. While the machine-readable medium 5522 is shown in an

example embodiment to be a single medium, the term "machine-readable

medium" should be taken to include a single medium or multiple media, e.g., a

centralized or distributed database, and/or associated caches and servers that

store the one or more sets of instructions. The term "machine-readable medium"

shall also be taken to include any medium that is capable of storing, encoding or

carrying a set of instructions for execution by the machine and that cause the

machine to perform any one or more of the methodologies of the present

description. The term "machine-readable medium" shall accordingly be taken to

include, but not be limited to, solid-state memories, optical media, and/or

magnetic media. As noted, the software may be transmitted over a network by

using a transmission medium. The term "transmission medium" shall be taken to

include any non-transitory medium that is capable of storing, encoding or

carrying instructions for transmission to and execution by the machine, and

includes digital or analog communications signal or other intangible medium to

facilitate transmission and communication of such software.

[00179] The illustrations of embodiments described herein are intended to

provide a general understanding of the structure of various embodiments, and



they are not intended to serve as a complete description of all the elements and

features of apparatus and systems that might make use of the structures

described herein. Many other embodiments will be apparent to those of ordinary

skill in the art upon reviewing the above description. Other embodiments may

be utilized and derived therefrom, such that structural and logical substitutions

and changes may be made without departing from the scope of this disclosure.

The figures provided herein are merely representational and may not be drawn to

scale. Certain proportions thereof may be exaggerated, while others may be

minimized. Accordingly, the specification and drawings are to be regarded in an

illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.

[00180] The description herein may include terms, such as "up", "down",

"upper", "lower", "first", "second", etc. that are used for descriptive purposes

only and are not to be construed as limiting. The elements, materials,

geometries, dimensions, and sequence of operations may all be varied to suit

particular applications. Parts of some embodiments may be included in, or

substituted for, those of other embodiments. While the foregoing examples of

dimensions and ranges are considered typical, the various embodiments are not

limited to such dimensions or ranges.

[00181] The Abstract is provided to comply with 37 C.F.R. §1.74(b) to

allow the reader to quickly ascertain the nature and gist of the technical

disclosure. The Abstract is submitted with the understanding that it will not be

used to interpret or limit the scope or meaning of the claims.

[00182] In the foregoing Detailed Description, various features are

grouped together in a single embodiment for the purpose of streamlining the

disclosure. This method of disclosure is not to be interpreted as reflecting an

intention that the claimed embodiments have more features than are expressly

recited in each claim. Thus, the following claims are hereby incorporated into

the Detailed Description, with each claim standing on its own as a separate

embodiment.

[00183] The system of an example embodiment may include software,

information processing hardware, and various processing steps, which are

described herein. The features and process steps of example embodiments may

be embodied in articles of manufacture as machine or computer executable

instructions. The instructions can be used to cause a general purpose or special



purpose processor, which is programmed with the instructions to perform the

steps of an example embodiment. Alternatively, the features or steps may be

performed by specific hardware components that contain hard-wired logic for

performing the steps, or by any combination of programmed computer

components and custom hardware components. While embodiments are

described with reference to the Internet, the method and system described herein

is equally applicable to other network infrastructures or other data

communications systems.

[00184] Various embodiments are described herein. In particular, the use

of embodiments with various types and formats of user interface presentations

and/or application programming interfaces may be described. It can be apparent

to those of ordinary skill in the art that alternative embodiments of the

implementations described herein can be employed and still fall within the scope

of the claimed invention. In the detail herein, various embodiments are

described as implemented in computer-implemented processing logic denoted

sometimes herein as the "Software". As described above, however, the claimed

invention is not limited to a purely software implementation.

[00185] Thus, a computer-implemented system and method for providing

user interface animation for a content system are disclosed. While the present

invention has been described in terms of several example embodiments, those of

ordinary skill in the art can recognize that the present invention is not limited to

the embodiments described, but can be practiced with modification and

alteration within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. The description

herein is thus to be regarded as illustrative instead of limiting.



CLAIMS

is claimed is:

A computer-implemented method comprising:

gathering available content information related to particular items of

content from at least one source of a plurality of content sources via a

data network;

processing the content information, using a processor, to provide a digital

representation of a content item in an animated content grid;

receiving a selection of the content item, the selection being in response

to a user action performed on the digital representation corresponding

to the content item; and

displaying an expanded dimension of information associated with the

selected content item in response to receiving the selection of the

content item, the expanded dimension of information including at

least one user-selectable display object to obtain an additional level

of detailed information related to the selected content item.

2 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1 including enabling a user

to select a second content item that is related to the selected content item based

on the expanded dimension of information.

3 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1 wherein the expanded

dimension of information includes detailed information on personnel related to

the selected content item.

4 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1 wherein the expanded

dimension of information includes detailed information on similar content

related to the selected content item.

5 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1 wherein the expanded

dimension of information includes detailed information on music or audio

related to the selected content item.



6 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1 including processing the

content information by extracting metadata from the content information.

7 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1 wherein the selected

content item is of a type from the group: movie content, television content,

personal content, internet content.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1 wherein the expanded

dimension of information associated with the selected content item including a

digital representation of a cover design corresponding to a physical media of the

selected content item.

9 . The computer-implemented method of claim 1 including providing a user

interface object to enable a user to receive a recommendation of other content

related to the selected content item.

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 1 including delivering a

selected item of content to a user platform of a user.

11. A system comprising:

one or more data processors;

a data network interface in communication with the one or more data processors;

a database for storing processed content information and accessible to the one or

more data processors;

a user interface component having a data network interface, the user interface

component being executable by the one or more data processors to:

gather available content information related to particular items of content

from at least one source of a plurality of content sources via a data

network;

process the content information to provide a digital representation of a

content item in an animated content grid;

receive a selection of the content item, the selection being in response to

a user action performed on the digital representation corresponding to

the content item; and



display an expanded dimension of information associated with the

selected content item in response to receiving the selection of the

content item, the expanded dimension of information including at

least one user-selectable display object to obtain an additional level

of detailed information related to the selected content item.

12. The system of claim 11 being configured to enable a user to select a

second content item that is related to the selected content item based on the

expanded dimension of information.

13. The system of claim 11 wherein the expanded dimension of information

includes detailed information on personnel related to the selected content item.

14. The system of claim 11 wherein the expanded dimension of information

includes detailed information on similar content related to the selected content

item.

15. The system of claim 11 wherein the expanded dimension of information

includes detailed information on music or audio related to the selected content

item.
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